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The Contact Years: McAlmon and W.C. Williams
Contact and Genius
Robert McAlmon

Robert McAlmon (1896-1956) met
William Carlos Williams through Marsden
Hartley in the fall of 1920. AtMcAlmon's
instigation, they began Contact, the first
issue of which appeared in December, 1920.
Before the third issue, however, McAlmon
had married Bryher (Ann Ellerman) and
gone to Europe, where he began Contact
Editions. Williams published the fourth
issue of Contact in the summer of 1921, in
which "Contact and Genius" appeared. A
fifth issue, co-edited with Monroe Wheeler,
occurred in 1921. "Modern Artiques" is
from Contact II (January, 1921).

Williams began to edit a second series
of Contact, with Nathanael West, in 1931.
He apparently was talked into the project
by David Moss and Martin Kamin, the pub-
lishers. They had also approached McAl-
mon, who declined. The magazine was to be
a quarterly, but lasted only for three issues,
just short of a year. In that time they
managed to publish, among others, work by
Reznikoff, Zukofsky, Cummings, Rakosi,
Hartley, Hecht and McAlmon. The follow-
ing "Comment" appeared in the final issue,
Contact 1.3, in October, 1932. T.S. Eliot
had recently been appointed "professor of
poetry" at Harvard.

Williams' Kora in Hell: Improvisa-
tions was published by Fours Seas (Boston)
in September, 1920, largely at his own
expense. Helen Birch-Bartlett gave the
book a sympathetic but decidedly mixed
review in the March, 1921, issue of Poetry
("Koral Grisaille," Poetry XVII.6, 329-
32). Probably because he saw that she had
mistaken the intent o/Kora, McAlmon re-
sponded with this letter to Poetry, printed
as "Concerning 'Kora in Hell'."

Boxed quotations by Williams:
"A Tentative Statement, "from The Little
Review XII.2 (May, 1929), 95-98; " Th e
Poem as a Field of Action," Talk Given at
the University of Washington, 1948 [in
Selected Essays, 280-91]. —Bruce
Holsapple
McAlmon's 1924 novel, Village, is forth-
coming from U of New Mexico P —ed.

C ONTACT is, like most
words, subject to narrow
interpretations of meaning.
However, it is as suitable as

many another for the name of
a publication. The editors of Contact
can shoulder no responsibility for as-
sumptions regarding their meaning not
based on what they, with a fair degree of
clarity, have said. Before a writer "ar-
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rives" he establishes his own particular
apprehension of life which, utterly apart
from his manner of writing, is strictly
personal, temperamental and rooted
within him as an individual so that no
literary influence can obliterate it. An
idea which we have held uppermost is
that a man's chief significance as a writer
is wrapped up in his maintenance of a
conscious contact with this sense of "lo-
cality."...

But having predicated the contact
idea we may prefer in literature certain
things: apprehensions of experience
that have not the clouded exuberance,
the romantic pessimism or the senti-
mental-intelligent quality which marks
much contemporary work. Lady lyri-
cists urged to spontaneous- and inevi-
table expression; boys with gusto; mor-
bid and ecstatic rhapsodists; misery
yowlers; grey mediocratists; tedious
realists; tiredly cynical adolescents and
Oxfordian but nevertheless devilishly
subtle satyrists - may or may not have
established their individual apprehen-
sions of life but one fears for many of
them that they have been otherwise in-
capacitated. They are too interested in
being poets or literary figures or keeping
the public informed to have time to
clarify their own perceptions. It is not
improbable that because of the vogue of
psycho-analysis and the quick efflores-
cence of feminism...many have confused
scntiency and "sensitivity" with reli-
gious emotionalism, psychoanalytical
inhibition prodding and feminine-hys-
terical fetishism.

We may be quite in sympathy with
experimentation - use of lower case let-
ters in place of capitals; we approve of
embroidery, tapestry and bead-work and
yet we hardly believe that such experi-
mentation will force poesy to any for-
ward leaps, though the new forms are no
less to be respected than the older ones,
the sonnet, etc., if any form must be in
itself the cause for respect.

There are any number of ways to
state Contact's "theory": One writes to
discover rather than to write; one at-
tempts to clarify one's intelligent under-
standing of things in the universe by
setting them down rather than to express
a social or religious hope, etc. In fact the
contact is first with topnotch compre-
hension rather than with locality or race
or mere environment, the qualities of

(Cont. on p. 4)
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Modern Antiques
Robert McAlmon

C IVILIZATION, never more
than a system for handling
group needs, has now given
up all pretense of an autocratic

organization, or any organiza-
tion, and is an economically
accumulated society in
which various sophistica-
tions of ideas combat for

LaForgue in France, whose literature has
keen irony and beauty, but whose force
is decreased for all readers who have not
read the literature of writers whom he
satirizes-such as Flaubert. There can by
only acceptance of any style, however
mannered, provided the insight and other
content of the matter is sufficient to
justify its existence. No literature, how-
ever, dependent upon information that is

supremacy.
Art, the source of which

was impulses akin to the
religious, and which intel-
lectualized refined into a
search for life justification
other than self - and specie-
preserving ones, has degen-
erated into a profession, into
which all artists enlist to
compete, or remain un-
known.

Here, too, the warfare between so-
phistications of ideas is waged. More in-
formation and less knowledge about art
and its impulses and elements are abroad
today than less industrialized ages could
permit. Art, particularly, literature, has
developed professionally two ways: one
theway of popular appeal,with which we
are not concerned; the other the way of
schools, the product of which member's
depend largely upon mere erudition and
information for appreciation, and which
possesses little significance to sensitive
and informed beings who do not possess
specified information. As with Jules

"We are making a modern bolus.... That the very
project itself, quite apart from its solutions, is not yet
raised to consciousness, to a clear statement of pur-
pose, is our fault....One great thing about 'the bomb'
is the awakened sense it gives us that catastrophic(but
why?) alterations are also possible in the human
mind, in art, in the arts."

intent, is edited by John Clarke.
Editorial correspondence should
be addressed to 201 Crescent
Ave., Buffalo, NY, 14214.

intent, is produced by Mike
Boughn and B. Cass Clarke and
published by shuffaloff press ,
415 Norwood Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.
14222. Copyright is by the
authors unless otherwise noted.

—William Carlos Williams
from "The Poem as a Field of Action"

literary alone, rather than perceptive of
reality, is a clear art. Such work is a type
ofdeifiedparodism.anditsbasicelement
is a cleverness about ideas, rather than
poignant feeling, or penetrating percep-
tion....

T.S. Eliot, who before he was twenty-
one, had written as fine poetry as this
generation has produced, is a victim of
the culture via ideas regime, more insis-
tently the autocrat of the English mind
than it is of the American....Eliot, who
once studied philosophy with Bergson,
should discern that in literature as in
philosophy, fashion places ephemeral
judgments upon all things; and that in a
world where all information is old, all
discovery old or predicted, the one qual-
ity that gives any art a reason for being
is the exuberance and impact behind it,
of a personality discovering reality for
itself, reaffirming, with the force of
experience giving added conviction, if it
has known, or stating with the joy of in-
vention, if it has not known, each discov-
ery.

T.S. Eliot will not be a critic in any
worthy sense, as was Taine, or Ruskin,
or even Remy de Gourmont, for he
continually relates literature to litera-
ture, and largely overlooks the relation of
literature to reality—age, age-qualities,

and environment. He remains too long
within his library, dependent overmuch
upon other men's philosophies of art,
which no artist needs more than to rec-
ognize in passing; his array in all artdis-
cussion is that of erudition, which is, after
all, easily penetrable. Still, Eliot was—
and if acclaim has not ruined him is—as
incisive a perceiver and less a literary
"clever man" than the LaForgue whose

influence he wrote his best
poetry under, which had
quite as clutching a quality
as any of LaForgue's. (In
France, La Forgue's forte,
ideas and brilliant satires
upon ideas and literary
manners have the back-
ground of the country
whose only evident reality
has been idea and manners
forthelastfewgenerations.
There a tired spirited,
weary-bodied culture has
accepted the futility of ex-

istence with whimsical cynicism. Eliot,
an American, islessagenuinebeingdeal-
ing with these materials).

Concerning
Kora in Hell
Robert McAlmon

WRITERS, quite as much
in the countries of older
irt tradition as in Amer-
;a, may be divided into

two classes: one the pro-
fessionals, whose concern is style, tech-
nique, finished achievement; the other,
those who attempt at least to explore
and develop new experience. The
former class restrict themselves gener-
ally to quite conventional themes; or, if
they are very daring, develop for them-
selves new themes - about which they
write "verses" - ultimately hardening
into a manner, inherited or their own,
and softening in so far as ability to
penetrate deeply goes. Limiting our-
selves strictly to America, we may
mention such poets of the first class as
Masters, Sandburg, Aiken - the list
need stop short of only a very few
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names. Partiqularly with Sandburg
may one be sure that he will take an
image, and consciously sustain and
develop it, long after he has lost poign-
ant feeling for the validity of the image.
He is a professional writer. He has
learned, in his own manner to be sure,
how to use the image, the metaphor, the
brutal truth, and the sentimental hu-
manitarianism. So, starting out with
the statement that the moon is a pot of
gold mud, he must have that gold mud
spread over worldly possessions, and
of course at last a love-woman. He, and
many others, seem to feel that it is nec-
essary to write - if not an authentic
poem, to write anyway. Unless from an
impulse to say something keenly felt,
writing is without justification.

Of this first group few pass from
their adolescent rebellions and miser-
ies into a more spiritual type of search-
ing. Their discovery of experience is
limited to material environment - the
corn-fields, the marching men, small-
town viciousness, the hog-butchers of
industrialism. Outside, and perhaps
controlling the forces back of these
externalities, are more fundamental
forces which they do not sense, forces
which have a universal application,
while retaining also a strictly local sig-
nificance. The experience of locality is
after all that of the universe. The his-
tory of any individual relates itself
with startling similarity to that of the
age.

Today is a time of the breakdown of
faiths amongst the so-called "sensi-
tized" and "intellectuals." With the
coming of the theory of evolution the
more sublime metaphysical theories
were gradually abandoned; pragma-
tism, with its doctrines concerning the
usable realities, followed on to lubri-
cate the joints of a mechanistic uni-
verse. However, where a few began to
doubt the value of these "practical"
answers before the war, literally thou-
sands now doubt. Why should we
believe in evolution which does not
explain involution, or the quite evident
lack of progress? Have we anything to
prove that physically and spiritually
the human species is not on the retro-
grade? What is morality? - is non-
morality a possibility? Dogmatized, it

becomes at last a degenerate morality -
must all ethics be individualized then?
Many questionings, cynicisms,
scoffings and doublings attack all for-
mer judgments, and demand that their
defenders prove their basis, and indi-
cate clearly that it is something other
than blind faith, or inward hunger rhap-
sodized into a proclamatory religion
made out of dream-stuff. Ecstatic faith
and prophetic exaltation are too primi-
tive to be explainable in the religious
instinct - for, say Whitman - to satisfy
the diagnostic mind, and the psycholo-
gist.

Whatever certain groups or indi-
viduals may think or feel, the civilized
peoples of the world are groping for
some basis of faith: a faith in the mere
value of living out their lives rather
than a religious explanation of exis-
tence. But there is a new difficulty in
their groping: they no longer trust
logic, sequence, order - the intelli-
gible, rational, deducible.

It is writers who are sensitive to
this baseless way of accepting life, or
rather tolerating it because life is what
we have, who are developing the so-
called "modern forms." Both modern
and form are words that signify too
much traditionally, and too little actu-
ally. To qualify, let me say I mean by
modern that which is of the quality of
today, displaying sensitive conscious-
ness of the age's attitudes and philoso-

phies. By form I mean method of
expression and conveyance, and I have
no concern with any structural form -
metrical, rhythmic, or geometric.

James Joyce with his prose first in-
dicated the modern form. Possibly his
style could be traced back to the often-
times incoherent Rimbaud; the like-
ness here is purely a mode - the texture,
quality of perception, attitude, and
substance are quite different: the one
has the mature detached mind; the
other tossed himself with the seething
of adolescence into the field of sophis-
ticated discovery, and perhaps when
adolescence and its ragings were over
he would have relapsed info quite con-
ventional or mediocre writing.

In America William Carlos Wil-
liams, and he beginning only with his
improvisations entitled Kara in Hell,
is conscious of the new form in relation
to the dubiety of the day. Not agnosti-
cism, for the agnostic will say "I can't
know" decisively; we are simply doubt-
ing, and doubting whether we are right
in doubting. There is in this book the
spasmodic quality of the active, imagi-
native, alternately frightened and reck-
less, consciousness. One will search in
vain for sequential outline; it is inco-
herent and unintelligible to - may I say
the ordinary mind, though I dislike the
superior implication of self which the
phrase carries with it? (Since minds are

(Continued p. 4)

Comment
William Carlos Williams

T HERE is a heresy, regard-
ing the general character of
poetry, which has become
widely prevalent today and
may shortly become more

so through academic fostering: it is, that
poetry increases in virtue as it is re-
moved from contact with a vulgar world.

I cannot swallow the half-alive
poetry which knows nothing of total-
ity....

Nothing is beyond poetry. It is the
one solid element on which our lives can
rely, the "word" of so many disguises,

including as it does man's full con-
sciousness, high and low, in living ob-
jectivity.

It is, in its rare major form, a world
in fact come to an arrest of self realiza-
tion: that eternity of the present which
most stumble over in seeking - or drug
themselves into littleness to attain.

Before anything else it is the denial
of postponement. If poetry fail it fails at
the moment since it has not been able
enough to grasp the full significance of
its day. And every school which seeks
to seclude itself and build up a glamour
of scholarship or whatever it may be, a
mist, that is, behind which to hide, does
so in order to impose itself rather shab-
bily on whatever intelligence it seeks
most to please.
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(Cont. from p. 1)

which are revealed without conscious
attempt to reveal in the writing of a man
who goes into himself for his product.
Very true. But that which is uncon-
sciously revealed must later be con-
sciously apprehended and in the second
use a new force enters.

All of which it is perhaps quite
useless to reiterate, something the par-
ticular being saying it would not say
unless he were a person of "reckless
enthusiasm," "illiteracy" or "slapdash
impulse" and a certain degree of "mad-
ness" not to say of "youth that needs ten
years background."

There is but one type of genius
which we find worth praising - the word
is not used in any exalted sense - and that
type is the genius of clearly rational
ability to observe with a minimum of
personal emotion other than an emotion
of satisfaction in comprehension and
discovery. The mystical exuberants, the
social proclaimers, the cerebral brood-
ers, the ones intent upon mediocrity and
tedium are themselves interesting and
authentic phenomena but they offer
nothing except to those who respond to
existence in an exotic manner identical
to theirs....

There is a tendency in America to
boast of having read little. It is not a bad
tendency, if writers making such a boast
reveal in their work that they are feeling
or thinking their own way through. Eut
when their writing reveals them subjects
to the genius method of perceiving such
authors as they do read, it can be wished
that they would read more, and include
in the readings the works of some of the
classics notable for their clarity of un-
derstanding. The quality of Voltaire,
Sterne, Montaigne, many Elizabethans,
and Greeks, is no less "modern" in its
apprehension of life than that of Dos-
toevsky, Whitman, Hardy, de Gourmont,
and nearer-today writers; and the quality
of the former is less strictly limited emo-
tionally and intellectually, either by
hopeful-hopelessness or by too-entirely
cerebral imaginings. The movement of
much later day literature has been to-
ward intensity, with a sweep that carried
with it little attempt at clarification.

There is this about people who do

not read, but who do write: their writing
responds restrictedly to atmospheric
pressure, while they overlook the fact
that social intercourse is as possible in
reading, as it is in conversation over a
table with persons "not so acutely obser-
vant, not so keen at detecting value, as
the intelligence which produced a "clas-
sic."

"Contact (which name I did
not invent though I accepted it
with enthusiasm) • contact is at the
bottom of the conal source from
which erudition branches....

I intend a contraction, some-
thing at least wrong, from the
senseless world of modern Ameri-
can writing."

—William Carlos Williams
from "A Tentative Statement"

Concerning Kora in Hell
(Cont. from p. 3)

phrase carries with it? (Since minds are
so elusive, none is actually ordinary.)
It is incoherent and unintelligible to
those people with lethargy of their
sensing organs. They look for the order
and neatness of precise, developed
thought. It is not there. Kora in Hell is
accepted as a portrait of Williams' con-
sciousness - a sort of retouched photo-
graph. He is not distinctly located to
himself - it's a "Should I, or shouldn't I,
and what if I don't?" It's a conscien-
tious sensitive mind, or life organism;
trained in childhood to staid and tried
acceptances and moralities, trying to
be open, and to think, sense, or leap to a
footing which more acceptably justi-
fies the life-process than any of the tra-
ditional footings
seem to.

To me Kora
in Hell is immeas-
urably the most
important book of
poetry that Amer-
ica has produced.
I find in Whitman a hardened exalta-
tion, which proclaims rhapsodic dog-
matism - the result of physical well-
being, of the freedom of open air,
space, and green fields. Admirable in
its day, but the day is by for those of us
who live in cities such as New York and
Chicago, and who perhaps have never

4

seen a real prairie or the mountains of
the Great Divide, and who sleep in
tenement-house bedrooms several sto-
ries up from the soil which flavors
Indian imagism and produces sweep-
of-the-corn-sap-flowing rhythms. And
we will not accept the statement that "it
is regrettable we have never had these
things." Our situation is our situation,
and by the artist can be utilized as
substance for art. There can be no
turning back to the soil, to the Indians -
literature is not thus consciously de-
veloped. We are here, in the cities of
smoke, subways, tired faces, industri-
alism; 'here with the movies and their
over-gorgeousness, and the revues and
follies which gradually inject their
ultra-coloration into vaudeville; here
where it is deemed necessary to ap-
plaud "art things" - Mozart and Schu-
mann music, established classics which
fall dully upon our hyper-neurotic
senses. Be the conditions hectic, heated,
artificial (are economic, political and
social forces then "not natural?") they
are the conditions of a great portion of
the country.

For those who wish poetry to create
some sublime beauty, which to others
grows irksome since it is necessary to
turn from its sublimity to the reality of
existence, William Carlos Williams'
Kora in Hell will mean little. To those
however who rather like to have the
record of somebody else's conscious
states by which to check their own,
with which to respond and commune, it
will mean a great deal. The writer, not
caring for literature as literature; not
knowing what function it performs in

x life other than
that of a men-
tal decoration
if it does not
get into, re-
veal, and sen-
sitize people
to, new expe-

rience; believes, however, that no book
previously produced in this country
has been so keenly, vividly aware of
age conceptions, qualities, colors,
noises, and philosophies as Kora in
Hell. It is a break-away from poetry
written by poets who set out to be poets.
It is adventurous exploration.

"It is just alienation that should serve
to make a very powerful American
literature."

—Amiri Baraka
Home: Social Essays (1966)
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Hilda Morley
Three Stephen Wolpe Poems

In The Illness

the fragments

because of a lack of
what Hoelderlin
called Nature

and you were
once,

once my health
whom at times

we are

I cannot
recognize

but quicksilver
streaks of light

reverse themselves

What I Heard

Hear me
do you hear me

he would ask, eyes brimming
with light, & what
do you hear?

If he touched me
how warm

his hands were
but also

so big was the space he stood in,
the globe spinning

is what I heard,
his eyes turned toward

the eyes of everyone on it
& bending

to them,
a hope,

a challenge, as though
it were in his hands

How you loved your birthday,
I remember that

clearly -
over thirteen years now you've stopped

having any -
and can't help remembering

the solemnity you felt each time they recurred:
that

coming to be on this earth was something
to be fulfilled -

beautiful - to be filled with the pains
of growing & filled with dangers,

beautiful
& to be met with joy

(a joy shadowed by danger)
not to be

shaken off,
for to find the thread of life in

what one was born to do: to work there,
the center, was to make everything bloom

(holding
to what is deepest

Over thirty years now
since I saw a leaf fall this way & thought it
a bird, like this one
here in this little garden, late August, Holland,
in a place you don't know,

but may perhaps
know of, now that I'm here & feel you
close by almost as I did that time in Charles Street
when I asked "Should I write a poem
for this leaf like a bird?"

And you said: "Yes"
Say "Yes" again now

& move me
out of this moment.

Stephen Baraban

Lot's Wife Turns to the Lot of the City

Murderous fire and sulfur from the skies
not deflected by the force of enough
satisfactory citizens forming a minyan
as minimum constellation to
serve as shield of wonderful light for
the city's living flesh against
the knuckles of judging flame
the lucky woman couldn't take in her
stride, so halted,
turned to witness, with body and heart
bleeding as instantly she
solidified to
bitter intellectual tears standing
firm as eternal
saving saline
mercy of all
health and preservation.

Bruce Holsapple

In a Lebanese restaurant
on Main Street, Amy's Place

talking with a friend who paints
about where poetry occurs
& art originates

A world addressed
from which cues

what vision of paint
when applied, situates a particular
way she moves forward
on the seat, folding her limbs
at the edge, to concentrate
clearing a white
throat, & how locate

a conversation
framed by the materials/
hers & yours:

she wants to speak
about how she draws
not about how
I view her

Mike Boughn
Idling: Excursus

— for Asa Benveniste

Take it as a point or
anything beginning
as words in a house

waver in & out
of light

particular habitat of voiceless
longing. Shivering words

poet startles
cathedral glass glare
from across. So much

for flapjacks on Monday
rooms of silent faces
expectant mouths. Let's fuck

our way out of this .npasse
impossible commercial reckoning
flesh to flesh even years

can't fade. It's that frisson
almost blue Adams
saw from his seat among

angels. Binocle flash
in great empty hall. Reading
visible edge. Myth is like that & we

surrounded by their silence
wonder who they are though the blue
is certainly the blue

startled H.D., she called it
radium. Going nowhere
no Roland gurgling

away with his stupid
sword. Not even Tom
Cruise can console us

Ah Eleanor, the necessary words
be they feckless Byzantium
in the classical style

or her lips fyke cherryes charming
men to byte, what? Necessarily
smaller. Or stuck gingerly

stepping from mound
to soggy mound through half
thawed verge while protesting

candles held aloft circle
the tiny lake poisoned
by guardians of civic virtue

"The self is an act, in that it is not in the given
of it as much as in its discovery, which comes

from its directed use, and the intent, to know it
for what it is."

—Charles Olson, "The Celts, and Plato" (1953)



Walter's young friend Santa Fe rides beside
him, Santa Fe is learning the range. He asks
Walter how long it might take for a man to be
called a cowboy. Walter turns his half-breed old
eyes toward Santa Fe. "He might begin to do it
in ten years," Walter says. They are prowling
across the canyons to see what needs to be done.
Walter is telling cow country stories of how the
borderland was settled. "We were herders in a
big unfenced country. It may take a little time to
understand how it was. These stories are from an
old world. Now a new one has come, 'Coda
cabeza es un mundo,' each head is a world," he
quotes the Mexican dicho.

Santa Fe, soft, muscular, lazy but quick, a
thick shock of brown hair, long eyelashes. He is
like rainwater flowing in a desert arroyo. If a
man could catch that water it would be of some
use. If he doesn't, the water goes into the sands.
Walter tries to tell Santa Fe how to be of some
use. But he thinks to himself, "If a man can't see
it there's no damn sense in telling him."

Gathering the Remnant
Walter and Santa Fe are gathering the last

cows and calves out of the rocky oak brush, pine,
cedar, and pinon country of Guadalupe Canyon.
"Some fellers can ride a rough country and come
out with most everything that's runnin" there,"
Walter says, "and some can't."

."Now a cow, first thing she'll do when she
hears you comin' is swing her head toward the
sound of your horse's hooves. Then she'll look
off to where her calf's hidin'. She'll lead you
away from that calf sometimes, but when you
get her with that calf, she'll swing her head
toward the canyons where her partners are
runnin'.

"She's been in those mountains all summer
long. She knows, when there's been no rain,
where the sideoats grama grasses will stay green
in the shade of an oak near a cool rock on the
north side of an east-west runnin' canyon. In
winter when the ice comes, she knows the warm
springs where she can still drink. In spring time
she knows where the grasses will green up in a
hidden corner on the south side of a mountain
where two ridges come together. Dry times she
knows springs that will stay, and when they
muddy, she'll go away, then come back and wait
to drink till the water clears. If you let her, she'll
show you those green grasses and hidden
springs,"

Now Santa Fe was beginning to hear the
borderland wind mixing in the trails, blowing
across the blue mountain ranges and into the
voices of the rangeland people. He began to
wonder to himself if there might be a way of
knowledge that came from men settling this last
frontier. If there is, he thought, it may still be

intent.
from SANTA FE

Drummond Hadley
carried in voices of the borderland people. Only
another cowboy riding would be there to hear it.
Its stories would be told by the canyons, arroyos
and springs that reminded the people of where
they had been and of who they were and what
their bodies in the land had known.

No Cure For Cowboys
"Cowboying is something a feller's got to

love as much as whiskey or women," Waylon
Green says to Santa Fe. "If he wants money or
what money will buy, he ain't got no business
bein' a cowboy.

"But there's no cure for cowboys. Just look
at the fellers livin' around here. They've tried
weldin', minin', drivin' trucks, pumpin* gas,
and all of 'em go back to a ranch somewheres
working for less than they could make most
anyplace else they tried. Or they run a few cows
and steers, and lose their shirts when the rains
don't come or the price drops.

"When they aren't off on that ranch, they've
got a horse back of their house in town and haul
him off to a rodeo or a ropin' most every
weekend. They've got it in their hearts. They
can't help it.

"Nope, there's no cure for cowboys."
Coin' To Jail

Santa Fe has gone to Waylon's ranch. They
are sitting on the porch at dusk. Santa Fe is
listening to Waylon.

"Well, I guess I'm goin' to jail," Waylon
says. "They keep sending me these government
cattle census reports and tellin* me its law
number so-and-so I got to fill 'em out. I guess
I'll go to jail cause I just throw 'em into the
wastebasket.

"There's already been two phone calls while
I was at the ranch and I don't know how many
while I wasn't. A nice girl called and asked me
how I could keep on ranching without the
information in those cattle census reports. I told
her I didn't know, but I'd been doin' it somehow
for the last thirty years.

"I told her those cattle reports didn't mean
too much cause nobody ever put down anything
that was true in 'em anyway. Why if the cattle
census taker, and the banker, and the tax man
ever got together in the same room, we'd all be
out of business.

"Course those cattle census reports never
include the summer or the winter rains either.

"She said, 'Then just what do you base your
business decisions on?'

"I said, 'What I got between my ears.' I told
her it wasn't much, and it was wrong about
ninety percent of the time, but at least it was
mine.

"She thanked me, and hung up."

Just Another Clearing
Arena Cutting Horse Competition

"All the people watching and that fake
cowboy set up there—don't worry about it,"
Waylon says to Santa Fe. "Just pretend you're
horseback in a little clearing way off in a blue
mountain range.

"There are rocks and oak brush along the
edge of that clear place. There's an open twelve-
foot gate in the middle. It's the only clearing in

all those blue mountains.That's how come they
put the gate there.

"You've been hazin' along a wild,
galavantin', hide-out cow till now there's just
she and you in front of that gate, and it seems like
it's taken a lifetime to find her.

"You sure don't want to let her get away
because daylight's fadin', and you've used up
all the tricks you know, and if she gets away this
time she'll be gone forever.

"So sit up straight in your saddle, hold
those split reins light, follow that wildness
dancing in her eyes. A leg each side of your
horse's back, a mind in the middle. Be invisible,
be not there.

"Now drive her through that opening twelve-
foot gate. Everywhere you go, riding alone into
one of these new arenas. Remember it's always
just another clearing way off in a blue mountain
range."
s~ "**.

Tom Cabot
In response to Robert Duncan's lecture

in intent. I, 2.

THE DARKNESS

i. The Restaurant

in a room full of mirrors
fumed glass and stainless
steel in a house made of glass
dark wood and brass

within the effects of dim light
patrons and moments of street life
pass and mingle in shade
reflection and moments of flesh

in parti-colored fabric
the world in its keeping
and choice in its choosing
have chosen

ii. Panhandler

as though escher had drawn motion
this motion these hands
confound me he
makes nothing

pleading
with the street
for his lunch
but this one

motion hand over hand
perpetually as though washing
dry hands or tracing
interconnecting spheres

as though eternal stillness
in weaving its music
and this single nervous habit
enough for a life's work
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from Thunder Under
Glass
Bud Navero

"Where the dove is the airforce, the orchid
is the army and los mariposas are the beauty of
thoughts in action, it is very difficult to smile at
the gringo whose heart is a miracle he thinks of
as a rock."

The scene at the Club Key Largo was as
shimmering, blurry and on edge as the fifty-
colone coin spinning ori the bar. The soft white
hand slapped it to a dead stop and re-ordered:

"Hey, Pablo, gimmee another one!"
His name wasn't Pablo. And he wasn't about to
divulge it. Not that the gringo cared. The
bartender was clear, confident and...confined.
Away from the capitol there were sweet songs
and mist rising in high mountain valleys. There
were whales breaching beyond an opalescent
beach. There were fiestas of pajaros backlit by
the sunset. There were roadside smiles and
dreams of bucking the odds. The odds. The
odds are not good when you're barely twenty-
one and the mere presence of a soft gringo your
own age reminds you that you are not holding
your own fate.

"Pablo!"
No bartending job is a joy but dealing with the
usual lies, misspent lives and petty quarrels was
all part of a tapestry as old as the volcanoes. This
one with the loud voice was different. He was
ugly...a strange sensation. And he didn't seem
to care. That was even stranger. That was
frightening. Even the low-lifes on the Avenida,
the "happy girls" boosting drinks at the end of
the bar, even the Sandanistas in the north, were
closer to the heart than this. And "this" was what
his country was supposed to be proud to be
associated with - this loud pussy-buying kid
with no knowledge, courtesy or respect. He
dropped the cubes, poured a short shot of
overpriced rum, added some coca-cola, hung a
slice of lime and shoved it:

"Cuba Libre, senor."
No response. He was too busy to even say
gracias. The way the girls behaved didn't help.
They rubbed his crotch and scratched his itch.
They sat on his lap, cooing and giggling like the
cliche said they would. And they were
appropriately gorgeous. These three. They are
the world according to Hollywood. The world
of the status quo. The scared world. He washed
a few glasses and put up two cold Imperiales.
The Presidente was different. He proposed a
path and direction so obvious and simple that the
world behaved as if it didn't exist. To behave
otherwise would be to propose a higher, stronger,
more generous way of defining things. He
wiped his hands and laughed. He was becoming
a philosopher - another cliche - the philosopher/
bartender. The gringo was in the Navy. One of
the ticas was wearing his starched white cap. He
said he just came back from "Nigger agua":

"That means nigger water, don't it? Well,
if it don't, it should! Ever see that place. It's
worse than this\"

The blackskinned girl on his knee, the
black men in the quartet some six feet away,

even the young black American man in the
Berkeley sweatshirt, took no exception. The
girls in their tight oriental silk dresses laughed
along without understanding him.

"Yup" one of them smiled.
"Yup?!" the sailor asked incredulously.
"Where'n the hell'd you ever hear that.

That's a cowboy word in the U.S."
He just about burst.

"Yup" she replied. "Me...Houston...l985."
"You?!" Now he was knee-slappin himself

silly. "You been to Houston? Shoot, / aint even
been to Houston. How about that. Whadya...find
yerself a sugar daddy with an oil well? Small
world, aint it? Shoo...you in Houston. Now I've
heard everything."
She pushed her knee further into his crotch:

"Yup."
The Club was jumpin. Turistas, locals, CIA,
diplo's, pickpockets, drug dealers, "happy girls"
and even a few couples, ballyhooing it up on the
floor singing "I...I...I love Merengue!" The
steady stream of hopefuls climbed the stairs to
the blackjack tables. The odds again. Everyone
tryin to get lucky. He poured some more, and
thought of the Old Man. His father, God bless
him, never tired of talking about the Old Man.
The Old Man was still alive up in Escazu. Talk
about bucking the odds. His father remembered
it like it was yesterday. The Old Man had just
won the war. He could be cacique. He was the
Generalissimo. He could do whatever ht wanted
to. "Whatever I say, goes. Right?" he asked the
people. The people cheered wildly. Right over
there in the Park. "Absolutely, right?" "Si!"
they cheered. "In that case" he said, "I abolish
the army and declare that one year from today
we will have free elections. So start studying!"
Right over there in the Park, this miracle
happened. And now, with the whole thing up for •
grabs - with the agribusiness boys and the arms
dealers and Noriega's Fidelistas insuring safe
passage to smugglers and even the most
minuscule lies aggrandizing themselves in the
rum soaked braggadocio of slurred whispers,
the fragile trust of the Old Man's odds seemed
likely to die in its sleep. They were unbuttoning
the sailor's shirt while he told them that the
Shenendoah Valley was "God's Country."

"You sniff?" asked the one from Houston.
"Why, sure, once in a while. Who doesn't?"

the sailor smiled.
The bartender noticed how piercing and smart
Madonna's eyes were on the MTV video blaring
from the overhead monitor, while the sailor let
"Houston" play with his chest hair and the other
girl, the dark one from Limon who'd chosen to
be quiet when he'd made his "nigger" remark,
lost interest in everything around her. Her
thoughts went to the gringo from the previous
night - him and Estrella, her pet mouse. The
gringo with the white dinner jacket must have
been a movie star, the way he smiled and stood
there before them. Estrella would be missing
her by now. Estrella liked to sleep curled in her
bra. She loved the beat of its tiny heart against
her own. The gringo had laughed when he saw
her "heart moving." It was only little Estrella.
The recollection made her smile, even as the
sailor with the bad breath laughed through his
ugly teeth and the bartender, the serious one
with dreams of big things, cast a disapproving
look at her and her high cheekboned girlfriend.

—San Jose, Costa Rica

Victor Hernandez Cruz
Snaps of Immigration

I remember the fragrance of
the Caribbean
A scent that anchors into the
ports of technology.
2

I dream with suitcases
full of illegal fruits
Interned between white
guayaberas that dissolved
Into snow flaked polyester.

When we saw the tenements
our eyes turned backwards
to the miracle of scenery
At the super-market
My mother caressed the
Parsley.
4

"We came in the middle of winter
from another time
We Took a trip into the future
A fragment of another planet
To a place where time flew
As if clocks had coconut oil
put on them.
5

Rural mountain dirt walk
Had to be adjusted to cement
pavement
The new city finished the
concrete supply of the world
Even the sky was cement
The streets were made of shit.
6

The past was dissolving like
sugar at the bottom of a coffee cup
That small piece of earth that
we habitated
Was somewhere in a television
Waving in space.
7

From beneath the ice
From beneath the cement
From beneath the tar
From beneath the pipes and wues
Came the cucuroocu of the roosters.
8

People wrote letters as if they
were writing the scriptures
Penmanship of women who made
tapestry with their hands
Cooked criollo pots
Fashioned words of hope and longing
Men made ink out of love
And saw their sweet hearts
Wearing yellow dresses
Reaching from the balcony
To the hands of the mailman.
9

At first English was nothing
but sound
Like trumpets doing yakity yak
As we found meanings for the words
We noticed that many times the
Letters deceived 'he sound
What could we < D
It was the langv ,ge of a
foreign land.
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Tom Clark
JUMP

In the brilliance of the late stages
of the human species
Flying saucer discs emit green laser streams
into digital blue lagoons
Highways rise in the air, pitch and dazzle

Cities of light spin
at deafening speed, full of sound and fury
A14 foot high hologram emerges from
A diamante Faberge egg
like Christmas at Neiman Marcus

but nothing signifies

A STRANGE NEW RELIGION

Down beneath the blue region there's an under hum
Which indicates the issue between us is no longer forgiveness
But understanding of the long numbness of the night
And patience and courage to ignore dumb thoughts
About death and life until at last dawn comes
Once again with its implications of the routine
Ways of knowing and acquiring and accepting by which
Unbelievably we are once more allowed to forget all this
And the last temptation of Christ appears in a new light

AQUALUNG

Slow cling of gray white rain at oyster dawn
As if thin cloth were being continually torn
Inside outside, soft sizzle of wet rubber
Hugging four lanes of blacktop traffic back
Firing bridgeward over this slicing sluiceway

SUBJECT That cuts slick and gleaming as a blade
Through dull wool light leaking from blue pleura

distrusts all pasts
conditionals and perfects
future continuous too

suffers
fallibility of memory, senses that
history is compound
of minute particles, questions
whether event exists
if unrecorded, hears noise

of one small plane
passing over rather high up
gradually diminishing into nothing,

cool,

lightweight, ancient
as Buddhist conception of fate
in successive incarnations,

then hears the big
ships begin to hum

THE NIGHT OF THE NONCONSUMER

Dumbed out, jacked around, used, bought, stiffed
(To freelance for earthlings is to leave humanity behind),
I jockey my bike all night across town to close
In on that infinite cartoon slow lane beyond
Thought of work, in which tires grab no asphalt and cease

To turn, releasing the spinning cyclist
Out of the system into the night, the night of
The nonconsumer adrift amid vacant
Dreaming malls and marts of a turning world
Of space which is only selfconsuming.

There no business is done, no lies are told;
The stars seem close, but on those heavenly bodies
One has no purchase to negotiate,
Their heat will not burn me down, by their lights
I will return at last to my own planet.

THERESA OF AVILA & THE HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY

Up to this point there has been activity effort & "lovement
All our faculties are still in play
Now however it becomes more than ever necessary
"No longer to think much but to love"
O woman in the mystical desert of Spain
Ride your burro through higher air dimensions
Over the endless bleak austere plateau of Old Castile
Across the basins of the Duero the Tagus & the Guadiana
Landscape ravaged by erosion & of climate severe
As imaginal fields of your El Castillo Interior
And let the bottom line fade & drift away
Preparing yourself for escape into the Great Rapture
The calyxes of the desert blooms have opened only halfway
They have shed only their first perfumes
Through these mauve air waves love moves in the first light of day
The being of man diffused in a stubborn material world
To which you refuse much importance in your psychology
Gray eyes sunken in crystal 500 years rise like dusty pearls
While the pentatonic wind rises out of Africa
The mistral from the Sahara radiates through the spirit world
Theresa of Avila avid in receptivity & translucence
The mistral from the Sahara of powerful love
Confines itself into your intelligent listening flower
Whipped by the hot wind of God as a flag of passion
Made into turbine by the power of your mind
Turned by your water metaphors like bubbling Castilian founts
In the first chamber you articulate your thought out loud
While in the second it becomes inaudible like a flower's
And in the third is clouded by a subtle shade
And in the fourth is replaced by touch
The senses which are still oscillating in chamber five
Are frozen solid in the sixth chamber
As the body grows cold & breathing stops
And then in the seventh chamber a diamond drops
Out of space & grows larger than the world

8
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Praying to the Aliens
Daniel Zimmerman

The Incorporation of America: Culture and
Society in the Gilded Age by Alan Trachtenberg.
Hill & Wang, New York, 1982.

"The system of corporate life," Charles
Frances Adams.Jr., wrote in 1869, is "a new
power, for which our language contains no
name." "We have no word," he noted in "A
Chapter of Erie," "to express government by
monied corporations."

"I weigh my words when I say that...the
limited liability corporation is the greatest single
discovery of modern times," far surpassing "even
steam and electricity." - Columbia U. P. Nicholas
Murray Butler.

Surveying the "relations between...the
literal and figurative meanings of incorporation,"
Alan Trachtenberg, professor of American
Studies and English at Yale, chronicles the rush
to alienation in America between the Homestead
Act of 1862 and the pasteboard mask of White
City, centerpiece of Chicago's Columbian
Exposition of 1893. His interest in the mythic,
artistic, and receptive dimensions of this shift
follows the hype, swipe and gripe replacing
citizenship with consumption in an America as
different from its antebellum self as Cortezfrom
Montezuma, an America ripe for Geronimo's
Cadillac and Silent Cal's warbonnet.

Among the abandonments detailed here,
three are most salient. The first, the shift of
skills from individual craftsmen to the
managerial class and the degradation of those
skills to mere capacities of machine tools, creates
the second: masses of workers who become
increasingly ignorant of whatever skills they
may have possessed as they atrophy from disuse
in the "dark Satanic mills." Workers grow
ignorant of means; managers, of consequences
- what Francis Parkman called "Two enemies,
unknown before...an ignorant proletariat and a
half-taught plutocracy." In this context, the
individual responsibility thus abandoned is
distributed in two directions in the third of these
displacements: upward, in the enhanced
responsibility of the corporation as legal
"person," and downward as the limited
responsibility of the individual director,
stockholder or worker - imitations of
responsibility, in some runs long and short,
more advantageous than the original.

This last, Faustian characteristic serves
reasonably well in a participatory democracy or
in sorts of corporations chartered to further the
public good. But "of the hundred largest
economic units in the world in 1974, forty-nine
were nations, and fifty-one multinational
corporations" - and the modern corporation,
since about the 1840s a vertically integrated
quasi-state profiting mainly its upper-class
directors, reveals itself not as symbiont but
parasite.

Two instances of bait-and-switch illustrate
the identity of stick and carrot. Appealing to
independence and initiative, the government

opened the West to settlement, touting the trans-
Mississippian expanse as a new Garden of Eden.
As soon as the homesteader began to amass a
surplus, however, he became the victim of his
own success, dependent on the grain elevator
operators, stockyard owners, and especially the
railroads. And with "the translation of land into
capital" and the increasing reliance of farmers
on "cash crops" came a new image of the West,
the "Wild West" bred in the dime novels of the
day and culminating in Owen Wister's The
Virginian (1902), where "the cowboy is also a
deadly killer." The Garden West had gone feral,
just as Fredrick Jackson Turner was announcing
the end of the frontier.

The second switch is not of environment
gone alien, but of its impact: "Modern
nervousness," as George M. Beard diagnosed it
in American Nervousness (1884), "is the cry of
the system struggling with its environment"; but
Beard, Trachtenberg says, "makes nervousness
a badge of distinction." Still, Beard fears ferality
among the new technical elite:

"All our civilization hangs by a thread; the
activity and force of the very few make us what
we are as a nation; and if, through degeneracy,
the descendents of these few revert to the
condition of their not very remote ancestors, all
our haughty civilization will be wiped away."

From feral West to feral best: Trachtenberg
presents, less as cause than as coincidence, a set
of displacements. Indulge a scree:
- 1871 "Congress abolished the practice of
treaty making with separate tribes, thus finally
denying distinct tribes the troublesome status of
'nation.'" Step one: deny the alien: now Iron
Horse, with tracks of Roman chariot gauge.
-1876 Centennial Exposition: Bell's telephone.
- 1877 Railroad strike provokes establishment
of armories and the National Guard. Step two:
identify the alien within (immigrant). Many
corporations already led by ex-generals.
-1879 Whitman gasps: respectable Americans
out of work!
- 1883 Railroads, having vaulted pell-mell
across space, establish standard time zones, but
for some years stations sport multiple clocks
[like, when did all this happen?]. Louis Sullivan,
on the Illinois Central terminal: "... A unique
spot on earth — holy in inequity, where, to go in
you go out, and to go out you go in; where to go
up you go down, and to go down — you go up."
- 1887 Dawes Severally Act to 'Americanize'
Indians.
-1893 Columbian Exposition: White City; first
use of alternating current. Expo motto: "Not
Matter, But Mind; Not Things, But Men" - Ah,
Williams!
- 1894 Pullman Strike [point, to echo Phil
Sheridan: 'the only good worker is a dead
worker']

By the '90s, the West's wildness and the
Utopian largesse of White City had been
incorporated, as ghetto and department store,
into what Trachtenberg calls the "Mysteries of
the Great City." Newspapers heralded the
triumph of the spectacular:

"The apparently unique, the shocking, the
"new," provided a way of making history seem
immediate and personal just...when its
individuality and "unpredictability had seemed
to disappear. Thus, the dailies dramatized a
paradox of metropolitan life itself: the more

knowable the world came to seem as information,
the more remote and opaque it came to seem as
experience."

Trachtenberg examines the prophylactic
career of Frederick Law Olmstead, whose parks
("a benign coercion," Trachtenberg calls them)
were meant as Garden Wests for the harried
urbanite, and the parallel growth of
advertisement, which "suggests the fictive
powers of [the] product, its ability to stand for
what it is not.... In the world of the ad [Marx
notes], social relations assume "the fantastic
form of a relation between things."

The polarities appear again in the Utopian,
Big Rock Candy Mountain atmosphere of
Chautauqua, a "middle class paradise" founded
by an intellectual elite, with its "perpetually
running soda-water fountains," and in the hardly
less Utopian Populist vision of a "producer's
commonwealth" which would "restore America
to original meanings."

No wonder the nation yearned increasingly
both for realism in its serious fiction and for
fantasies of pluck and adventure in dime novels,
and Trachtenberg's penultimate chapter
delineates the "ragged edges" which, Melville
insisted, "truth uncompromisingly told will
always have." His analysis, in the final chapter,
of the imagery of White City (which'Louis
Sullivan excoriated as "an imposition of the
spurious") at the Columbian Exposition is equally
incisive, and the "Bibliographical Essay" useful.

Trachtenberg's focus throughout is on
"pedagogies of culture," often in the form of
fairs and expositions, but also as political and
artistic manifestos. Usually, these are
reminiscent more of the amphitheatrical cascade
of Dante's Hell or of the stations of the cross in
their propadeutic value than of, say, the banal
valorizations of commodity and organized
production he shows they often were. In other
words, he reinvests them with the symbolic
values they possessed despite their traductive
uses at the time. But this is more than burnishing
antiquities: Trachtenberg's lucid integration of
perspectives balances dirge with paean, though
the latter more in intimations of what might
have been than in appreciations of an America in
which

"A wider diffusion of comfort and the
goods of culture (as well as education) seems to
have overshadowed the vista of a solidarity
grounded not in consumption but inequality, the
dignity of labor, and the sympathy of common
need."

The Incorporation of America redeems a
congeries of cross-purposes by careful tillage at
the roots of the modern and by assiduous
companion planting of disparate contemporary
views. My copy is in tatters.

Lewis Mumford
1895-1990

"If anything can arrest the total
disintegration of world civiliza-
tion today it will come through a

miracle: the recovery of 'the
human scale'."
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"Blab Absorbs
Disposable Focus"
Bruce Andrews
Separations by Tom Beckett. Generator Press,
8139 Midland Rd., Mentor, Ohio 44060, 1988.
$3.00.

In a denser, more clouded, more confining
social space, "a mushroom above the polis,"
shadow of the joystick over our autonomy,
Beckett takes a feistier new tack with this
engaging body of Separations. "I hate complete
sentences ~ period!" Its subject matter is charted
fresh in its surface manner, more jagged with
colloquialisms, with permutations acting as
conjunctions & corrections; its bits and its bite
engaged directly with command compendiums
("Eat crow." "Serve or control."), while
reassurances secede from us ("If things get
really bad disclaim responsibility.") as
complaints ("You read too much into what I am
trying to say."). These works do not outline
solid fixities so much as they refuse consuming
realities -- "Little pornographic / allegories /
fuel fucking / speed conception." "Am I noun-
like?": Perhaps. But here nouns give way to
uncompletable thoughts, or unreconciled
openings, as a more active recognition of the
constant something else of words serves to vent
& multiply. It shows itself able to partially
interrupt the grid, the signs and sinecures; to
discombobulate the ind iv idua l by
anthropomorphizing the entire outside as that
possesses us or thinks us through without even
thanking the I (that "functional zone of stencils:)
from which 'we' secede. This makes an unsafe
house for convention, for sums that convince or
minds made up of compromise and stanzas.
Still, locating the we gets harder inside
recognition of "commodity fumigants" absorbed
through the skin like organophosphate pesticides.
Can readers help but relinquish their "ideals of
position," those excessively determined
silhouettes? Perhaps... if prose rhythms are
struck down from the page aerations, refusing to
adapt to circumstances or follow-the-dot; if a
more radical method breaks up the older
pointillist preciosity of gracefully separated
words (& selves). Reading this solicits that. "Is
it on now?" "Give me my head."

Embattled Manners
Tom Clark
Samuel Beckett's Wake and Other Uncollected
Prose by Edward Dahlberg, edited and with an
Introduction by Steven Moore. Dalkey Archive
Press. 343 pages. $19.95.
The Collected Essays of Robert Creeley.
University of California Press. 603 pages.
$37.50.

Among the most exceptional self-taught
stylists of our literature are Edward Dahlberg
and Robert Creeley, two writers of successive
generations whose critical essays are now made
available to us in major collections. Taken
together, these books will add a valuable new
dimension to our understanding of the way
Americans of this century have changed the
shape of prose in the English language.

Both writers adopted an anti-mainstream

position from the outset, not as frivolous pose
but as means of survival in a literary context
they perceived as impossibly alien. Yet their
careers ultimately took very different courses.
While Creeley has in recent years achieved
widespread recognition as a poet, the brilliant,
abrasive prose master Dahlberg, who died in
1977, remains all but unknown to today's readers.

Creeley suggests that after beginning his
literary life with fugitive publishing, he has
"been variously on the run ever since." Still, his
wayward trajectory in literature looks banker-
solid next to the erratic path taken by Dahlberg.
Illegitimate son of an itinerant lady barber,
Dahlberg forever bore the psychic marks of the
squalid orphanage childhood limned in his 1930
ashcan-realist novel Bottom Dogs (termed by
D.H. Lawrence "the last word in repulsive
consciousness"). By the mid-Thirties, he had
been in and out of both the Communist Party and
New York's radical-left "New Masses" crowd
(this phase of his life is acidly satirized in one of
the pieces in "Samuel Beckett's Wake").

Dahlberg's short-lived political
involvement and period of notoriety as a
proletarian novelist were followed by long years
of obscurity during which he forged the unique,
idiosyncratic, recondite style that dominates the
later essays here. But despite his stubborn
persistence, the success he desired and deserved
never came his way, for reasons that probably
had to do as much with whims of literary history
as with his legendarily difficult personality.

The most salient quality of Dahlberg's
criticism is its uncompromising truthfulness of
judgment, a feature even more distinctive than
the magisterial architectures and sonorities of
his prose. He was always merciless in his
verdict on the backscratching form of literary
criticism which perennially rules the genre,
finding in it much less of kindness than of
venality. "We live in the heyday of the liar," he
once observed. "Polonius will never praise an
audacious book by an obscure poet, except
behind the arras, nor will he attack a renowned
bad poet."

Dahlberg consistently did both, thus inviting
career suicide. Here, we find him steadily
proceeding against the prevailing grain of literary
vogue. In a 1951 essay titled "Avant Garde
Illiterates," written at the apogee of the
reputations of Nobel Prize winners William
Faulkner and Ernest Hemingway, he launches
an all-out attack on these writers' respective
brands of literary naturalism. "The Popeye
Faulkner novelist is a medieval corncob poet of
everyday banalities that have a Rasputin odor,"
Dahlberg asserts flatly. "His baby cult speech
quickly passes over into nausea and impotency
obsession." Hemingway, meanwhile, "cannot
write sharply unless a man is shooting an elephant
or performing a Caesarian operation with a
jackknife. He has no intellectual virility and is
a slack gawk in an amorous scene." Elsewhere,
Dahlberg sums up his general attitude toward
such lionized literary eminences with a typical
succinctness: "Reputation in the arts is mass
hypnotism."

To replace the officially-received "false,
big Parnassus" of "mediocre books" piled up "in
our charnel-house of literature" and " canonized
by the dullards of the press and the American
academies," Dahlberg nominates his own
pantheon of the overlooked or undervalued -
including Waldo Frank, Randolph Bourne, Ford
Madox Ford, Hart Crane, Theodore Dreiser, and
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Sherwood Anderson. He reminisces
affectionately of first-hand encounters with some
of literature's obscure, "Beautiful Failures,"
like Robert McAlmon, Ernest Walsh and
Emanuel Carnevali, and lavishes pungent, loving
paragraphs on many otherwise neglected
volumes. ("Cato fell upon a sword," he says at
one point. "I fall upon a book.") This is a critic
for dedicated readers only - unsystematic,
intransigent, iconoclastic, emotional, and
absolutely his own man.

Robert Creeley is an essayist of an altogether
different stripe. His pieces are of most interest
not for their definitions of the work of others,
but for their suggestion of an ongoing context
for his own poetics. In this sense, The Collected
Essays comprises a valuable companion volume
to his 1982 Collected Poems.

Creeley is a very personal writer with a
strong sense of kinship in his trade. The
"company" of poets, as he terms it ("a kind of
leaderless Robin Hood's band, which I dearly
love") is a powerful shadow-presence here, with
the larger-than-life figure of one grand bard in
particular - Charles Olson - dominating the
proceedings from a privileged position off in the
wings.

Utterly attentive to the modulation of the
most intimate verbal gesture, Creeley writes a
prose that shares many of the virtues of his
poetry. It is spare, reductive, elltptically
condensed, composed with remarkable modesty,
intelligence and care. To be so meticulous and
exacting about words is for Creeley not merely
an aesthetic endeavor, the fastidious exercise of
a linguistic miniaturist, but a moral act, with
implications that extend over into putatively
"larger" regions of human concern. As he says
in one essay here, "I look to words, and nothing
else, for my own redemption either as man or
poet."

The Collected Essays walks the reader
through Creeley's professional life in an orderly
and informative fashion. An opening section
titled "Heroes/Elders" revisits early influences
and immediate literary forbears - Williams,
Pound, Bunting, Zukofsky. Next, "The
Company" deals with major poetic peers (Olson
principally, as well as Duncan, Dorn, and others);
"The Writing Life" ranges through a wide
miscellany of books and friends; and "Artists"
crosses over into visual-arts associations,
particularly those with abstract expressionist
painters of the '50s' Cedar Bar scene in New
York.

Perhaps most engaging is the book's final
section, "Autobiography and Poetics," a sort of
creative memoir/personal credo that will send
the interested poetry fan back to Creeley's early
verses - those "small fists of words," as he terms
them in a characteristically unflinching self-
insight here - with fresh apprehension.

In one sense, this book is a document of the
maturing and development that have allowed
Robert Creeley to pass from an original angry-
outsider stance (which he acknowledges in
speaking of his early essays' "embattled
manner") to his present more relaxed,
comfortable and compatible relation with his
own time. The Collected Essays is distinguished
by a generous diplomacy in its treatment of
fellow artists and writers that's poles apart from
the vigilant acerbity shown his own
contemporaries by Edward Dahlberg. Readers'
preferences will differ by taste, but as writing,
both approaches hit the mark.
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A Rain of Blood in Vienna

A noon to-day, in a few places in front of
the Schottentor, it rained blood. This was
witnessed by many people, and many basketfuls
of stones covered with blood were carried into
the town.

—Vienna, Austria, July 18, 1597

David Matlin

Iron from meteors
migrating up Ohio
Mississippi

final burial in
Eagle

Otter

mounds

chunks of it

for Etowah

Adena no other

periphery for death

the limited supply of geomancy
with its storms of lead in Orion

Lone Ones

they were called.

Poised for the disappearance
of genes

in their stockings

No sons
no daughters

husbands
forget it

Wives of the Gate swollen for other things

Louis Patler

Company

In the cold
silver sky shines

in the light
light of day

Darker night
is colder

my love

shakes

my hand
shakes
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Mystical suspension at the level of honesty apparent
does not mean stolen car in Boston unless the Iranian
affair be not returned to the mesa where Sakayenwaraton
or "Disappearing Mist" Johnson tells us the rites his
father's wrongs (his first allegiance was not his second)
required like crossing the big black R.R. bridge with
spaces between the ties John Herald "Chief stepped on the
top rung before he fell all the way to earth through the
little hole cut in the bottom of what we call the "blood-
stained brotherhood," yes, we want to tell the stories of
that wondrous stretch called "Old Lake Shore Road."

Philip Trussell

Judy Strobel
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—Harvey Brown—
March 16, 1937-Januaty 13, 199O

Born Harvey Huntington Brown HI, March 16,1937, in Cleveland,
Ohio, Harvey died January 13,1990. He is survived by his mother, Edith
Ladd, who lives in Vermont; younger brother Gardiner, who lives and
works in London; his children with Polly Jones Zeven, Katherine, Airin
and Sean; his children with Rose Marie Belforti, Tara and lemanja; and
stepdaughters Michelle and Annalee Dunn. Memorials are planned for
Spring.

A Tribute to Harvey Brown

Ed Sanders
As a child Harvey lived on North Park Boulevard in Shaker Heights,

part of a family highly active, Harvey later wrote, "in the various
industrial activities concentric to the minings of iron ore and steel
production that had enabled a vast resurgence of local wealth."

Harvey's father died of a brain tumor in 1950, when Harvey was 12,
a circumstance which stunned and left the young boy, in his own words,
"alone, ancient and inconsolable."

The next year, 1951, he had, as Harvey wrote of the experience in his
book, Jazz Playing, his first exposure
to jazz, when he wheeled on his
Schwinn past Lindsy's Sky Bar one
Sunday afternoon and saw through
the open door a man bent over playing
"Confirmation."

It was the beginning of a path
away from the engulfing alienation
he was feeling, swathed in the posh
rituals of "virtuous materialism" that
loomed like asbestos insulation over
the '50s.

Harvey attended -Hawken
School, a private day school in
Cleveland, after which he went to
Westminster School, a boarding
school in Connecticut.

After that there was a period of
traveling, and a reluctant stint in the
Marines. "His Marine assignment
was largely in Indonesia, as I recall,"
his cousin, Dr. Laura Weed, told me.

By the early 1960s Harvey had
formed a life-long friendship with
Charles Olson and had embarked upon
the myriad streams of American
verse. He began publishing a
magazine, the Niagara Frontier
Review.

He arrived in Buffalo in the fall
of '64, staying with Jack Clarke while
attending Charles Olson's historic
Seminars. That fall Harvey married
Polly Jones. During the next years,
residing in West Newbury,
Massachusetts, Polly and Harvey had
three children.

Harvey was generous with his
inheritance, giving much support to
musicians and writers, some of it
through Allen Ginsberg's Committee
on Poetry. He formed Frontier Press, an historic imprint which put out 28
meticulously designed books. Each title was undertaken to fulfill a
specific void: to bring back into print beautifully designed books of the
O-Boat, and to publish new work of his contemporaries. They became an
inspiration to several generations of alternate publishers. Harvey was one
of the few publishers in America to pay royalties on an edition up front to
the writer. The Frontier Press archive is held by the SUNY Buffalo Poetry
Collection.

People hungered for his company. He developed close friendships
with some of the best musicians and writers of the century, Wyntan Kelly,
Paul Chambers, Don Cherry, Clifford Jordan, Jimmy Heath, Charles
Olson, John Wieners, Edward Dorn - and friends stayed friends.
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He was very shy, and a perfectionist, especially about his own
writing. He hesitated reading his own work, and only appeared in public
as a poet a few times. He wasn't your typical egomaniac literary person,
"desperately attaching himself," to quote Balzac, "like a shipwrecked
person, to the least plank of fame."

In his final two decades, Harvey traveled extensively, developing
pockets of friends in a number of time zones. A friend pointed out how
he was drawn to the North/South axis. How he felt that pull in late October
or early November, to head south, to Mexico or Central America. He spent
a lot of time in Jamaica in the late "70s. He had worked as an apple picker.
It was probably not good for him, at the end of a day, sweat suffused with
a poison paste from the sprayed trees. In the '80s, having bought a farm
in Worthington, Massachusetts, he devoted much of his free time to the
advancement of ecological issues, often working as an agricultural
consultant to organic farmers around the country.

Friends recall his clear, kind eyes, and the absolute quality, the
purity, of his search. I think he believed in text as containing the spiritual
foreverness of the best qualities of a civilization. In that, he carried on the
Olson legacy. As late as '87, during one of his visits to Gloucester, he
carried Maximus in his pack. He was never without a portable, working
library.

He became a legendary phone man. People cherished his ten league
calls. "He was great on the phone," Al Glover told me. "He was holding
out this whole - in my imagination - this whole region of knowledge."

In June of '81, Harvey and Rose Marie Belforti met at Plum Island
near Newburyport, Massachusetts,
where he was living with Tracy
Hughes, his friend & business
associate. That summer Harvey gave
one of his rare public readings.
Harvey and Rose had children, Tara
Themis, now age 7, and lemanja,
who will be four March 19.

After her graduation from Smith
College, Rose and Harvey moved to
Ithaca, New York where she is
presently a graduate student in botany
at Cornell.

In recent years he was working on
"the Lester Young book," and filled
many notebooks in preparation,
working out of the archive at
Washington University in St. Louis,
and at Rutgers. I asked Rose about it:

"I think he made notes forever,"
she answered, "That thing was going
on all the time. He wanted to do a
series of interviews 'vith jazz
musicians." Friends will edit and
publish the book from Harvey's
notebooks.

In '89 he developed aboominal
symptoms which were diagnosed as
lymphoma. He had radiation
treatments to reduce the tumor's size
but postponed chemotherapy.

He spent his final months during
treatment at Jack and Cass Clarke's
in Buffalo, his health steadily ebbing,
and then on January 12th was taken
by Thomas and Rosana Workman to
see Rose and the children in Ithaca.
He was going to head onward to
friends in Austin, Texas. He wanted
the sunshine and time to consider a
course of treatment. That night, he

slipped into a coma surrounded by his loved ones and died the following
morning in an ambulance on the way to a hospital near Ithaca. It was on
a sunny afternoon, at the top of a hill. "He picked a beautiful hillside and
a gorgeous day," commented one of his friends who was with him when
he passed on.

The tumor defeated his body but not his search for text. His
penultimate days were spent preparing his final two poems, and he was
reading some unpublished H.D. As I recall, his last act of publishing was
her Hermetic Definitions, making this text, then in neglect by New
Directions, available to the public at no cost, and at some risk to his person.

He is grieved by Musicians. By Poets. By Family. By Friends. By
Lovers of Text. By all of us Wanderers beneath a wild half moon.
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Harvey's passing on January 13 shocked the many hearts where he had made his
home. We extend our heartfelt condolances to his family everywhere. In his last days
with us he revised two final poems with the understanding we would publish them
here.

Harvey was elemental. He burned with a fervor for justice, for the runes of
music. He was deep, cold, calm water awaiting a larger truth. As each season passes,
greet him and say farewell, as so many of us did, as he travelled from one loved one to
another, from one beloved place to another.

Hut-Hat 1

I wake sitting up

in the boat room

amidst flashes of colour - overlapping maps,

textile patches - "It was a question of time

and he had cheated time. The Fates

were those spinning sisters.

You only saw the fine web of texture,

when the wings were free," at the rim

of coastal turquoise mind and riverine boundaries green

shifts of Sinking Creek, entering the Current River, remembering

how he ponders veils of mist arising

in the first lights of true dawn

revealing outlines of the main sail.

Dactyls

The songs in arco - arch of the songs -

sound of color - Paul Chambers' line,

the ends of his fingers

draw the deep sound

from the bubbling well

in to living waters

Okeanos

enchantment of strings

over water

"serious, given such a sound"

immersed in fascinating rhythms,

double-bubbles of the phantastikon

There Is No Greater Love.

A Page from Harvey's Notebooks

D. Y-u.
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Textile patches - collages of plant

and animal shapes, somethings old

and something new change in valley's misty breezes

Somethings borrowed. Something blue

in the vivid scarlet, greens and gold

make to shape the woven patches

in Joseph's Coat of Many Colours

crowned in Tyrian Purple at the zenith

the wonderous grow in the seed head's

vivid variety of Amaranth is a plant of

that cloak and shield of leaves for

the clear passage into new realms

where, "I know a wind in purpose strong ~

It spins against the way it drives."
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Ed Sanders

An Evening in Gloucester

After dinner
we drove over to

Our Lady of Good Voyage

We looked up at
Mary all lit up on top
of the three-story church
standing in curlecue waves
her right hand up and out
her left arm
holding a boat

&

Harvey opened his pack
kneeling on the steps

beneath Her

searching for the line,
in Maximtts I

"(o my lady of good voyage
in whose arm, whose left arm rests

no boy but a carefully carved wood, a painted
[face, a schooner!

a delicate mast, a bow-sprit for

forwarding"

He was thirsting for peace
in a raging century.

Advice from Harvey Brown

Echinacea
purpurea

The purple coneflower, he said

or Augustifolia Echinacea
good for immune system

extracted with alcohol
good grain alcohol

or vodka
potato vodka

steep it out

good for blood

as we chatted
on the edge of the beach

desperate to overcome th'
"pejorocracy"

July 1987

Lisa Jarnot

a little epic
for h.b.

I

snow
flipped on high

in shadows of trestles
and a bird's nest-

galloping pigeons
tiny,

fielding skim white houses,
gold clay rock heads

carpetted ridge rocks looming
land shadows

carcassed tree fronts,
ping ping of falling rain and

twisted camouflaged
feathered hands

II

horse of knife night
running

cut
windows into fields,

warmed gladly,
the crossed grass blades,
by the hooves

like in the first days
they told my fortune on tea leaves
they made up chess boards,
beared children onto the sweeped plains,
made up number of bones

III

afterwards, in between, and since
my place

closed carriaged
parenthesis,

trussed son prodigal:
riding.

David Schifferli

For Harvey

now he's a bird

coming low over the water

in the early misty dawn time

a friendly spirit

blessing those pyramids in Tekal

Donald Guravich
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David Tirrell

Albert Glover

The Uniform

"And wait amid that sadness known as banishment
For the point to reappear, though it may never do so,
And what was that strange uniform?"

John Ashbery, "Amid Mounting Evidence"

white cotton thermal tights bought ten years ago at Pearls
Canton Main St. Department store now crotch gone fluff
leaving only chain link inner web worn soft layer even
Pearls an empty building now

jockey briefs

wigwam woolen socks pulled over long John bottoms

black blended jersey turtleneck now faded flat and frayed
from many sweat-throughs tucked under elastic waist

mushroom corduroy pants so beat from time and work they show
big rips plus floppy denim patches cover where the world
came through

and old green shirt also from Pearls in time forgotten early
sale day youthful thrill to suit up with husbandmen and
regular earth-tending types in green style rugged in-
expensive stuff of Paradise returned to homely man

Burlington purple and blue knee socks pulled up outside
folded leftward pants legs hand-me-downs from wifey dear

and over the socks go Bean's Maine Guide barker boots whose
grubby rubber souls are patched with shoe goop, uppers
marked where three outlasted bottoms factory repaired now
all mink oil shiney and crossed by true rawhide thongs
from Walgreen's drugs

cotton gloves

battered camouflage hat and dark glasses for head protection

a folding knife

to go out into the garden

and make love on the land

It Loves Do: for Harvey

Ex Deus Speculum Favore
Of blond, the words wait
Or on seeing gloom chase you
Into starlight just, left
A bar: my own only
Two cents- too much of vision
Had the fervor for it-the sight
Of weight granted
Anubis (wolves are just as
Interest proves) no, test on
Bone. By cavity it is as if
The absences will hurt the dawn
And tons on crashing there
When there's but these last lace's
Fragments over ocean blue or sky floor.

Jan. 16, '90 pro libris averum.

Peter Bodge

Harvey didn't love Philly Joe as much as
he was Philly Joe:

creating the battery and embracing the sound;
that same up-front, up-in-your faceness,

unblinking attention to attention;
that same playful nudging of Clifford

during their strolls.
And the Hi-hat cymbals, our lungs,

popping on the 2 and the 4,
showing the way.

FredWah

Harvey June 8 1956 Art Farmer avec Gigi Gryce swing.
He's the IHrd, maybe.
Bowling Green was muggy, the meuzzin evening in Casablanca.
Pentatones from Afrique show how to get somewhere from "nowhere.'
There are his north souths.

Harvey march 16 '56 runs into Paul Chambers backing the Adderleys
That week he switched.
Detroit and the river too far from the Carribean.
Boxed combust tasted flamingo week migrant talk.
"Hours" of listening pleasure.
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Field Rings
Peter Riley

In the matter of English field rings I'm afraid
I cant be much help at the moment. I retain a
considerable interest in things of extreme age,
but not the kind of interest which keeps up to
date, and I haven't seen anything of these news
reports about rings suddenly appearing near the
big stone works-indeed I'm not sure that they've
been reported nationally in this country at all. I
don't get to see much Television, but I don't
think the subject has appeared on the British
screen—if it did it would be treated sardonically,
the way they treat "poetry" when it is occasionally
in the news—really a big joke.

But last month I was on the way back from
Bath and stopped for a breather at Avebury. In
one of the tourist shops there (there are now
three, last year there was one) they had a book
about field rings which I made a note of—
Circular Evidence by Andrews, Bloomsbury
1989. When I tried to locate it at the University
Library here I found they haven't received their
copy yet, so I haven't read it. It's the only work
I know on the subject.

English fields, especially in the kinds of areas
where the Megalith builders were active, are full
of rings. All kinds. Some of them are natural,
caused by fairy-ring fungi and these can reach
quite monumental proportions and become
permanent landscape features. Most are ditches
of one kind and another: foundations of small
circular buildings, tumuli without mounds, etc.
The archaeologists call them "ring-ditches,"
which is a blanket term meaning we don't know
what the hell most of these were for but they're
probably prehistoric. I think some might even
be dance sites, subsoil impaction of circular
zones caused by centuries of feet in the round
dance (you get these under tumuli quite often).
Some are quite modern: windmill sites, maypole
sites, even regularly used placements for
roundabouts at fairgrounds! Most of the time
they're invisible and located by air photography
in the harvest season, when the subsoil variants
in depth of loam cause the cereal crops to grow
differently (slightly taller, slightly shorter), and
rings as well as lines, rectangles and other marks
which are clearly vanished villages etc., can be
discerned from the air in horizontal light.

This is about all I know, at present, about field
rings. It doesn't answer your questions. Rings
appearing "suddenly and mysteriously" as if by
alien intervention are beyond my ken.

MAIL
Unknown Unknown
Peter Middleton

The question of aliens as a resultant of our
scientific cosmology interests me a lot. Once
science had invented a kind of uniform manifold
stretching out from this little planet, and its
littleness was all part of the system of physical
laws, it was inevitable that there should be some
little concern about the question of what is out
there. And how is it that if the Earth is this little
insignificant spot in an insignificant galaxy, its
inhabitants could know beans about anything
much of interest in the universe. And certainly
others might be busy out there too. Thoughts
along the analogy of the recent scourge of
colonialism's impact on people's who, in the
words of one anthropologist discussing a Kalahari
tribe, thought they were the centre of the inhabited
universe. The effect of our scientific cosmology
is at once to shrink the area of our knowledge to
almost nothing, this tiny planet, and at the same
time to make a bold claim that after all the rest
of the universe is more of the same, more of the
same laws. Out of that arrogance seems to come
the obviously archetypal imagery of a big bang,
black holes and all sorts of attempt to make sure
it is all known. I think that aliens are the latest
name for the ghosts created by the excessive
realism, and imperialist epistemology that passes
for science in this century. Aliens are easily
explicable in our cosmology, just as ghosts are
in some others, the problem is that their alienness
is what is knowable by us, while their
incompatibility with what we know we know, is
missed out.

At times I have been a reader of science
fiction, which is usually best when its textual
surface is of not much interest, but the writer has
allowed the myths and symbols to become more
visible in the real world projected into the
otherwise unimaginable spaces we have relegated
to the deeps of space. Until the seventies science
fiction was mostly an extrapolation of the
sceptical spirit of science, in which the rational
"scientific" explanation equalled knowledge and
power. For the past decade at least, the amount
of actual science in this fiction has diminished,
so that now in a novel like Five Twelfths of
Heaven by Melissa Scott space ships are powered
by magic which uses the harmony of the spheres,
and machinery is banned in areas where the
"mages," who are kind enough to keep the ships
flying, are active. Science and magic are
incompatible. This novel is explicit about it.
Many just write fantasy quest epics, with Tolkien,
Edda, Saga and Malory. What has happened to
the aliens in these works is that they have

To Our Subscribers
With this issue we deplete our resources (all of

which came from your donations). To begin 1990 we
need to replenish the store. Ten dollars will assure you
four more. That is, if enough contribute. Otherwise,
those who can may need to dig a little deeper. Much
gratitude to those who did just that for 1989. Don't
delay —JC.

become a part of our world, however
unintelligible they might be to those without the
right lore.

For me this has its roots in the problems that
emerged in the wake of German Romantic
philosophy, especially Kant and Hegel, and then
became invisible in the aftermath of positivism.
Kant's real problem is that although the
conditions of experience can be logically
demonstrated, there is a gap between what we
know ought to be the case about the laws of the
universe, and what our minds are capable of. In
the third critique he says that this "finality" of
nature is only accessible through a kind of
artistic intuition. So art is wheeled on as a
substitute for ordinary enquiry of the painstaking
observational sort, and there it seems to have
largely remained. But Kant was responding to
the way science created a new kind of unknown,
through its narratives of the discovery of laws,
elements, forces etc. The more that this idea of
discovery dominates our thought the less we
know, and the more aware we become that
somewhere out there are beings we don't know.
Which would be a very reasonable attitude if it
weren't for this tendency to assume that what we
don't know is some extension of what we do
know. And Kant was surely on the right lines to
link art and the unknown, but not to do so in such
a way that the unknown stayed unknown as far
as reason was concerned, and the known stayed
its own small self.

Hegaliens
Gerrit Lansing / John Clarke

GL: Charles' piece ["Totality: The
Methodology is the Form" in intent. Voll, No. 1]
againmakes me knowhe was more Hegelian than
he suspected - like many who misapprehend Hegel
because of what's been written about Hegel or,
boy, the mistakes of the English and American
"Hegelians" - Charles is in good company, those
who contended w/a fake image of Hegel, W. James,
Jung (see the articles in recent Springs), others,
including Whitehead - see the criticism of
Whitehead's understanding of Hegel in Harry K.
Wells' Process and Unreality (NYC, 1950, Kings
Crown Press), a neglected book • plodding, but
useful on Hegel & how Whitehead's methodology
wd have been altered by taking account of Hegelian
logic—& on contemporary development of the
latter, Graham Priest'slnContradiction: A Study
of the Transconsistent(Nig)wff, 1987).

I haven't seen Priest & Routley & Norman, eds.
ParaconsistentLogic, Philosophic Verlag, 1988
—or checked The Categories and Principles of
Coherence: Whitehead's Theory of Categories
in Historical Perspective, also Nighoff, 1987 -
and prime, apart from Errol Harris's useful account
of dialectical & transcendental logic, there's a
Canadian philosopher (I believe he's Canadian)
Leslie Armour his Logic and Reality; An
Investigation into the Idea of a Dialectical System,
unaccountably neglected.

JC: I don't think Charles was being particularly
"Hegelian" there - except perhaps since Walt ail
have been; certainly Duncan, too, as he quotes from
theessayonCarlylein"ChangingPerspectivesin
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Reading Whitman" (FictiveCertainties, p. 167):

"According to Hegel the whole earth, (an old
nucleus-thought, as in the Vedas, and no doubt
before, but never hitherto brought so absolutely
to the front, fully surcharged with modern
scientism and facts, andmade the sole entrance to
each and all,) with its infinite variety, the past, the
surroundings of to-day, or what may happen in
the future, the contrarieties of material with
spiritual, and of natural with artificial, are all, to
the eye of the ensemblist, but necessary sides and
unfoldingSjdifferentstepsorlinks, in the endless
process of Creative thought."

Whitman, as you may remember, goes on to
say: "the contributions which German Kant and
Fichte and Schelling and Hegel have bequeath'd
to humanity...are indispensable to the erudition
of America's future."

In Carl Friedrich's Introduction to the Modern
Library Hegel, he writes: "it can now be seen that
concreteness arises from the completeness of the
conceptual framework." - now doesn't that remind
you ofFeathers! I mean, isn't that close to: "the
more subject, the more object?" yet I didn' t think
Hegel when making that formulation, and I doubt
Charles did making his. He hadread some Hegel,
as we know from The Special View of History
("Ethics," pp. 41-46), and of course there he has
him under correction of Keats' "negative
capability." He does seem interested in the
workings of the Dialectic of what probably should
be called "thingking," and, as I have been, in the
"three stages or 'movements' in every logical
entity, that is, of every notion and truth whatever."

The dialectic, says Friedrich, "is probably the
best-known and at the same time the least
understood aspect of Hegel's philosophy." I found
his account sketchy but clarifying, especially "how
the negative, that which is being negated in the
dialectical process is at once superseded and
preserved." Blake, for example, being an artist as
well as a "Philosopher," could make literal
application of such discoveries (Hegel 1770-1831;
Blake 1757-1827) of the workings of mind, i.e.,
he could engrave the superseded antecendent. Not
having that art-twin is a serious problem because
without it "Hegelianism" is easily biomorphized
(Blake's "Hermaphroditic Blasphemy"); as
Duncan says: "Totalism - ensemblism - is haunted
when we return to it today in the dark monstrosities
of socialistic and democratic
totalitarianism" (FC, p. 168).

I can cite an example of recent
misinterpretation. In Wlad
Godzich's Foreword to Michel de
Certeau's Heterologies (U of
Minnesota?, 1986), he writes:

"It will be recalled that Hegel
proposed a global interpretation
of history that focuses on the
status of knowledge. Roughly
speaking, this interpretation ruris
as follows: history is over because
knowledge has become absolute.
Rationality is the absolute becoming of the spirit
in history, the stages of history marking the
progressivedevelopmentofthespiritasit invests
ever more of the world."

The words are all there, but you can feel what
Duncan calls "the forcing of an ideal in any
immediate event," that is, the untruthof any One,
however large, still Urizen's. And, then, to equate
this "knowledge" with gnosis really does show
how off he is, even historically, of which he
purports to speak. The Dialectic has never been

entered, participated in, which is at the basis of
Hegel's conviction that he had made a significant
discovery of objective, not just subjective,
application(thoughhisstartingpointdoesseema
misreading of Fichte). What is always missing,
as he says in the Phenomenology, "is the faith of
the world that the spirit is present as a real man."
Taking this proposition subjectively, then, as
Olson says: "Belief, of course, is the same thing
as methodology." (SV, p. 42) Here we have the
Fichte-Novalis side, which of course is of equal
importance (mostly through Kant). But, in the
literary usages of philosophy you see neither
method nor dialectic under application, only
endless talk about, and deferring to the old way
(of the Dead), that something may rub off by
association - which is primitive. Why Ferenczi,
as early as Thalassa (1938), saw that the whole
goddamned thing would have to be
psychoanalyzed - that is, in order to enter that
"progression" spotted by Blake, Keats, Hegel &
the others. It is the failure to honor the
"Disappearance," as you know from Feathers, that
has kept misrepresentation and misinterpretation
accumulating in its stead.

Colin Wilson, in a Gnosis interview ("Powers
of Mind and Will," Spring 1989), hit the nail on
the head:

"I think the real trouble with us is that the
moment we get tired, particularly as-we get older,
the mind simply closes down and suddenly you
see the present moment as self-complete. You
feel, in a sense, that'there it is: Idon'thavetoadd
anything to it at all.'"

Apparently, in his recent book, Beyond the
Occult, he introduces the notion of "completing,"
which, from what he say s here, seems in line with
my own use of "Completion" inFeathers:

"The concept of 'completing' has been in the
back of my mind for years, but I never saw its full
significance until a couple of years ago- the basic
idea being that we don't recognize this human
activity. Edmund Husserl had gotten half of it in
seeing that intentionality is the basic act of
perception, but I had seen beyond that and put it
into Mysteries that we can never see things in
isolation... .So the basic act of perception is a bit
like someone going through a field gleaning wheat
andhavingtopickitupandputitinthecrookofthe
other arm, but you must have the two." Precisely

my point, you must have the two. And, it's Blake's
anti-Locke stance, too, in the sense that a (passive)
"philosophy of the five senses" is not enough.
Wilson writes:
"Our human senses show only a small part of the
world at present. We have to supplement this
presentawarenesswithmemory and imagination
and reason... .In short, before we can feel really
alive, the mind needs to add a dimension of reality
to the world of the senses. I think that's the most
important sentence I've ever written."
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I remember, as early as his book on The Occult
(1971), Wilsonhadavowedthesecretof alchemy
to be the addition of a missing ingredient called
"double-Mercury," so the seed of this notion had
been around for 20 years. But, when the word
"completeness" came up at Vancouver at that
panel of Olson, Creeley, Duncan, Ginsburg, and
Whalen ("On History, "Muthologos, vol. 1, p. 8)
in July of 1963 - introduced by Duncan as of Crick's
scientific criterion - not one of those poets, alone
or in combination, got anywhere with it. They
simply did not hear it. They are all nonplused by
it, though to be fair, Crick's usage was no way to
begin, or was so only on the system side, the
conceptual framework, Hegel called it, and not
on the concrete application, which in any case they
never gotto. Thebiases, as Colin Wilson sensed,
are phenomenological, and probably remain so.
One of the reasons to propose intent, was to
differentiate this act of two (of time, as you had it
inSet) from intention or intentionality, formal or
otherwise. What has disappeared, been erased,
supersededetc.mustsomehowbe "preserved" or
we have lost the intervening power in the very act
oftakingsteps.Thisisthespiritinwhichlhearthe
Sufi saying, "Keep your intent before you at every
step you take."

If you'll notice, Olson (in Special View),
Novalis, and here Wilson, as we'd expect from
the author of The Outsider (1956),all stress the
importance of will. Philosophy has said quite a
lot about will, but I don't think to the point of
inclination or to embark upon belief in a
completing action. This lack of will may not be
the result of the hypnotic "gaze" of so much
contemporary speculation (what may lie behind
the compulsion of ocular metaphors), but rather
the blood trance, call it, that Charles was onto in
Ishmael, though the primal "crime" is likely no
more than the transit from plant to animal (see
H.B. Stevens, The Recovery of Culture, Harper,
1949), all of «•! ich leads back to Blake's
"Druidical Age.

Instead of Man & Tree, as Charles had it in The
Secret of the Black Chrysanthemum, we have the
canine-bovine (or some variant thereof) of the
present moment which is surely out there in Colin's
"there it is" sense that we add nothing to it, so settle
for a brutal mimesis rather than try to enter on a
differentfooting, namely from thedisappeared. I

saw Sting dancing with those
mothers whose sons were the
"disappeared" and whose
disappearance was "preserved"
by dancing with their
photographs, and I thought this
is the beginning of the first of the
three sensory improvements,
memory (Olson), imagination
(Blake) and reason (Hegel), thus
to follow upon.

GL: On Hegel I regard most
of English & American

commentaries (until Findlay, then Charles Taylor)
very suspect. Including old Friedrich. The case
of Hegel misinterpretation and misunderstanding
is quite as bad as that of Nietzsche, until recent
scholarly work, of wch there's an enormous
amount, much of it buried in technical
(philosophical)journals and symposia. The new
translations are generally the best. A useful
anthology is Steinkraus, ed., New Studies in
Hegel's Philosophy, Holt, Rinehart & Winston,

'(Com. on next page)
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butthis is already partly superseded(1971). Iwan
Iljin's Die Philosophic Hegels als ^Contemplative
Gotteslehre (1946) is still not translated. Long
ago the French had Kojeve's Lectures, wch as
Batai lie says, in spite of then recent Hegel
scholarship, continues to be useful. ((Of Course
the French for some time now - Deleuze, Derrida
- have been in an antiHcgcl, proBergson (but
Bergson was far closer to Hegel than he could know
at that time) box.)) Strangely enough the very first
English Hegelian, Stirling, was far closer, in his
obscurity, to the Secret of Hegel, in spite of what
W. Kaufmann says, than later acclaimed ones like
Green or Bradley, who is as far from Hegel as one
can get, or Royce. Charles, & William James both
reacted against the same False Hegel they had set
up as strawman. Haldane, Whitehead' s buddy, is
the best Hegelian before the current close scholarly
work.

In all this I am taking the Logick &
Phenomenology as prime, not the Stadtstheorie,
certainly not the Phil, of History notes. Nor am I
saying that Hegel is one simple thing or that he
didn't go against his own grain. But the fruitful
Hegel is the one useful to Andre Breton, Aurobindo
Ghose, Leidecker, Stephane Lupasco, Errol
Harris, Priest, and others.

SUNY Press also published The Difference
between Fichte's & Schelling's System of
P/u/osopfryw/elaborate scholarship.

JC: Americans have to make money a sensory
supplement ala Somerset Maugham.Is: "Money
is like a sixth sense, withdut which you cannot
make use of the other five." In a way, Gertrude
Stein's Making a/Americans, lends credence to
such a notion, although she is quick to point out
that you can't serve both God and Mammon,-
writefs can't. She may have meant something
more akin to what Duncan told John Wieners: "The
Irish lived with fairies like we live with money."
Certainly, bringing your American Express Card
on holiday is not the same as bringing your
memories,-which, as Colin Wilson puts it, are:
"finally pulling their weight and supplementing
the present moment with all kinds of other times
and places" (Gnosis, p. 45). For the man of
Imagination, as Blake said, "the Argument is better
for Affluence than Poverty" (VLJ, K612);
however, money, as we know, can never alone
supply the twinship, unless, (like a Nommo
placenta),'it is buried, where, in keeping with
Hegel, as Olsonquoteshim.it canbegin"shifting
into its opposite." As Ishmael Reed says: "Jes
Grew is seeking its words. Its text" (Mumbo
Jumbo, Bantam, 1973). So incubation may be a
way to accomplish theenantiodromia Olson called
for in TheSpecial View. This may also have been
what Merleau-Ponty was gettingtowith"the text
of perception," but I wanted to begin not with
intentionality, but intent, manifesting itself as
"objective reason," which Gurdjieff aptly defined
as"careforone'sremotedescendants."T&el987
Montreal Protocol was, I suppose, a start:

"All beings are intrinsically wakan. All, that
is, except humans. They have been alienated from
their wakan nature, and over and over again, they
need to overcome this break, the fence between
civilization and wilderness. It is part of their being
to stand between the two, and the Indians [Sioux]
and Hegel understood that much better than Marx.
Of necessity, humans live an alienated life. "-Hans
Peter Duerr, Dreamtime, (Oxford: Basil
Blackwell,1985),p.l22.

GL: Read Hegel's "The Spirit of Christianity
and its Fate" (in Early Theological Writings), most
amazing convergence w/Blake, "The Everlasting
Gospel," "Marriage..." et al. Also points out
clearly for ecologists the Abrahamic roots of the
DominationofNatureethos(oranti-ethos)wchis
the world's bane. Blake cdn't have known of
Hegel's ms., but they have some common source
- not Boehme, here, I wd think. An extraordinary,
short, Hegel work!

Friends of the Fly
John Thorpe

Thanks for the Mme de StaeT biography. I
loved the info abt Benjamin Constant (the one
time I ever taught in a college, the texts were
Constant's Adolphe and Dostoievski's Notes
from the Basement—both chosen to dramatize
the 'middle-voice' or 'subjunctive' humanity).
I felt an instant fellowship to B. Constant, cause
he's liberal & a fuck-up & the continuity is both
hilarious and sorrowful—he has this
Chaplinesque adherence to whirlpools. I didn't
dig Germaine de Stael, really (her reader in a
better way was Emerson - but, with exceptions,
I like the American common people in the 19th
C. better than the literati), tho partly that's by
comparing her to Mme du Chatelet, who seems
to me to be her sort of ideal; together with her
big-shot dad. I feel nothing but pity for Auguste
Schlegel (tho he's colossal in his love of theater
- how anyone could translate the clowning banter
of Measure for Measure & Love's Labour's
Lost into German is a question of sheer vocation).
The poor guy. He even wrote an 'I sell you my
soul' note to Germaine. Ugh. It might be
interesting to compare her writings about
Germany with Tacitus's - since both thought
their native lands were fucked & Germany was
to be a source of renewal & youth or something
(ha ha ha).

This winter I've read Rousseau's Confessions
& Emile - & it amazes me, the owness of
qualifications one had to be a philosophe, in
France. They began as anglophiles -1 suppose
because those were places exempt from the
vindictiveness of a militant Christian church.
But, then, what a watered-down & smug kind of
opinion becomes the norm! A little science, a
little reformist political economy, an
acquaintance with theater, musical & otherwise
- a correspondence with celebrities - display of
velleities, in no way related to the real maniacs
of epistemology, but passing as equivalent,
somehow.

As you know, I'm interested in how this
manifests in the poetic encyclopedia projected
inside the rest of the malarkey, & probably all
that will exist of it 1;000 years from today.

Rousseau clearly admits that he didn't know
what he was doing, that he's a demiurge
channeling things episodically, that the 'Social
Contract' is the view of an innocent child, etc.

Oh well. They all loathe their own countries
- & in the era of Bonaparte, no wonder.

I picked up in a 2nd hand store for a buck
Auguste Schlegel's history of (in lecture form)
Western Drama. He translated Shakespeare *
but according to the translator of Schlegel, back
into English in turn; his sense is often spurious
(- & no wonder -1 can't really make head or tail
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of lots of it - for example, Pompey, Elbow &
Lucio in Measure for Measure might as well be
the Mad Hatter, March Hare & Dormouse in
Wonderland's teaparty - unless you believe in
the commentator's simplifications of glossary,
wch are glories of efficiency quite as spurious as
any charge posed against Schlegel). Anyway,
I'm curious what he has to say about the Greeks,
because his own dissertation was on Homer's
Geography, so whatever became of it.he was
cosmopolitan at least in the sense that Joyce
grants Leopold Bloom, & maybe more.
Something like the George Steiner of 1805?

I'm getting most, from this period, out of
Goethe's unproduced sequel to The Magic Flute
- wch he had in a drawer for 20 years - & wch is
now available in a City Lights paper back
translation of stories, done by Scott Thompson.
It seems much more interesting than the existing
Magic Flute, & someone shld pick up on it,
write the music, & mount a Magic 2. Isn't it
curious how these things go begging or less than
begging, silent - so we' re shown The Chronicles
of Barset but not Faust? There's a fear of the
irrational when it seems intelligent - & a
promotion / sponsoring of the irrational if it's
alien - the last thing it's ever been. The only
conclusion I can draw from that is that so-called
people, as they increase, can't stand the fly. No
covers-off, no raw skin, no Eumenides, The fly
exists all right, but everyone has a pragmatic
ointment or two on the shelf, smelling like
gardenias & patchouli. Too bad for friends of
the fly like Goethe.

Aside from that stuff, I'm continuing the
repercussions of Novalis (somewhere in his
notes, Novalis cites the 'singular ancient mind'
of the Moravian brothers - & adds - 'for example,
my father.' Hmm. There's something worth
pursuing). Here's one bagatelle -

"The truth is thus the bacchanalian revel,
where not a member is sober; & because every
member no sooner becomes detached than he
collapses, the revel is also a state of transparent,
unbroken calm."

Is that Speck on the Naskapi? Nay - it's
Hegel's Phenomenology of Mind\n

David Levi Strauss

Here covering the Berlin Film Festival for
Afterimage, Artscribe, & others. Yesterday I
crossed over the crumbling border to the East &
walked for hours. The scale is completely
different there - wide boulevards & massive old
structures, widely spaced. Makes one feel small,
but also free from encumbrance. People are
friendly, expectant. Nr one knows what will
happen next.

Ruins
Joe Safdie

Just back from a month in Central America,
where we looked at some of the ruins off the
tourist-track and generally endured what's
become a kind of grotesque colony - Guatemala,
while still spectacularly beautiful, completely
garrisoned, Honduras a total piece of client-
state etc. On our return everyone seems thin and
insubstantial, as if "America" is simply a
fragment from the electric media world,
constantly regurgitated and thrown out.
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David Tirrell
A Refuse to Islands' End

Oh Lady! Taxi! Where's my soul?
And who? when Death stalks me 'round
I know I see the depth
And plumb end of your infinity
And will, as wills are death
Proclaim, or would, an heir
Where you are kin, but far
Away the halter stops, the price
Of being, of asking when the butcher
Has his hold like my last word before
An axe, Paid without a world to work
But on a dream, it's real
Like take-outs, pick me every
Time each night to die at last
Alarms as breaths behold and raise
An arm to 'stead, many armored
Flight, I say Taxi, right
Turn on the last for every
For everyone wills will time go?

Again in the progress just as stars
The program: Justice Blind as I
When see the jail-man turn and beg
But slim voyage, for peace. And Lady you
Have all, my flowers are gone
From seasons on; with heart
A generation on and newly
At my door a slam of angels
Out of tune as clouds drop from their head
Nextime too, and burn to see our white old men
The same, or what but flickering fires and bold
As several suns I would admire, & see
Alone without the brokenness of promise
Sticks instead to take to you and laugh
With all the cut-outs
That we make and are.

The four wheels grind
A number's dialed with Queens in mind
The binding wreath in laurel by my head
And does, now love, undo that thing
That makes our bed
- for something waits like Taxi in the dark.
His fist is colder than a monkey's moon
Of polar art, the stars rain there around
Aurora and my hand is open;
Kiss be and mark the plain the vintage
Of this time to be just coming
Home to hold a hammer bleeding by the stone;
The sword is out and done
The touch remains
Alone my lamp is lit to give
My sleeping garden's bone
To have but one, believe me
All undressed and never gone.

Sighting at Leary's
David Tirrell

What Kleps, in Millbrook calls space-oriented,
I deduced, by the end of that Summer Of Love
that it was, rather a case of the synthetic; this
coupled with a high suspicion that earth drugs
(marijuana, peyote, mushrooms etc.) would
never provide the space-ship experience as so
equal to the sense of a 'whole trip'. For instance
(an interpretation is at stake here) the 'eyes out
of space' (my Uranus), as depicted on The
Magazine of Further Studies #4 was really, and
at most, of the "Thousand Eyes of the Night" -
first as a manifestation of Varuna and then (as
vulvas) for Indra, as on his body after his sin.
Having had, thus, the night, I decided/ at least,
preferred my guitar and tambourine and the
dances of Siva and Saraswati among the
machinations of the Bhaga - even as they go to
produce those, such as, vision.

The vehicle, then, is not really called into
question - IS, presence, wipes out how? and
why?

However, this view is, if only from a yoga
standpoint (say, as: two Gods not allowed) I
adopted after spirit-initiation (age 21), itself
syncretic, and thus synthetic as well, as
combinations are. The light and energy of the
ship as more mono-directional with my Dear
Captain Cat, really an agent of Vairocana (who
is the captaincy as was pointed out to many
meditation-house trippers who all saw the pods
opening at night outside).

The cause of the experience, this absolute
vision in the face of diversity, means that by
method of manufacture and use the experience
itself stems from a dual nature: space/synthetic
and earth/primitive since the simulacrum of real
ergotine is in LSD and so, out of space is this
primitive school of terra/Tara which was so
oriented it never even thought of space-ships.
This group needed a symbolic stick-passing
ceremony just to have the right to speak.
Interruption came on a midsummer's eve in July
when some 20 people of Sri Ram Asram & Kriya
Press (Start Your Own Religion) witnessed a fast
moving object in space make an exact right turn
and sail over and "out of sight!" And there were
also first those tall ladies at the Hitchcock party
(a single instance) where the especially society-
types in the room each became a regal Egyptian
space-crafted catesse.

What to do? I and the then-experimental band
The Group Image continued our music and
improvised tones of another, long and weird-
eyed night. Since then, on my last trip (ca, 1985)
I saw the plan of God in an arrangement of
flower and stones. It was still too perfect with
no technowcracy. It taught me I'm only human,
as space-men are not.

.̂̂ ^^^^_^^^^^w««^»«^^^^_^^^^_^^^^^^^^^M««««p««M^

Congratulations Andrei Codrescu
for translating the "avalanche" for us

as catastrophists and star-gazers
struggle to account for such

CHANGE!
"nor shall diamond die in the avalanche
be it torn from its setting"—Ezra Pound

The Winter, Look
Warren Wigutow

The dark takes hold more each day, fills the
space around union with question or impels,
impels union:

"If the ultraterrestrials exist in a multidimensional
context, reaching into our reality framework and drawing
on the clectromagnetic-polaric energies that permeate
the universe, the conjecture that they can influence any
life-form anywhere becomes less hard to accept."
- Anthony Roberts

My eyes, in a determinist world, see only
what the culture contains, the range of color pre-
disposed by unseen hands:

After all, he thought as he walked on toward Corbet!
Avenue, it's not surprising that the Aliens are on my
side. In a sense, I invented them. I have no idea in what
sense, of course. But they definitely weren't around
until I dreamed they were, until I let them be. So that
there is - there always was - a connection between us."
- Ursula K. Leguin

And then, making it all over again, the poem
conflates the risen star with a message shot
down on an hermeneutic beam:

"I see the plumbers, the cesspool cleaners, the
colorless all-color of atheism. I am the Fate's lieutenant:
I act under ardors. White, White void. Ahab'seye.Five
inches from happiness, the Law of Fives, always. Ahab
schlurped down, down." - Robert Shea and Robert
Anton Wilson

It means that the Dark Gods Illuminate by
riddling the white page with traces of their own
agenda, helpless we are to disassociate our own
reflection:

"Quand chez les debauches 1'aube blanche et
[vermeille

Entre en soci£t£ de l'Id£al rongeur,
Par I'op6ration d'un mystire vengeur
Dans la brute assoupie un ange se reVeille."

"When the debaucher's room is entered by the white
[and red dawn

And with it comes the Ideal which torments the
[mind,

Then some avenging engine of mystery turns on
And out of the sleeping beast an angel awakes."

— Charles Baudelaire
Because the alien voice consumes and forces

an alien tongue to speak in the language of the
familiar, no one is fooled for long, there is
comfort in this kind of doubt:

"Of course not. It wasn 't like that at all; it was ' in a
setting of clear reality,' right? Everything normal, and
there's the monster, the mandala, the neon cigar. In
your case, a giant Tom Swift airplane. It happens all the
time. You aren't even crazy. You know that, don't
you?"-— William Gibson

(Cont. on p. 21)
/ " N

"I do not believe that certain
values and ideals of the sixties
have been discredited as empty
illusions and mistakes.... I
only think that everything
today is somehow harder and
rougher... a tough-minded,
everyday confrontation with
the dark powers of the new
age."

— Vaclav Havel
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Editor's Quotron
"Science may well be swept away by the revelation

of the UFO. Scientists have always been like the gentle
Thomas, wanting to put their hands into the wound of
the incorporeal body. If the wound is offered, if the
saucer comes and is seen by millions of people, scientists
will be the first to be converted. We should be forewarned
and act now to preserve our freedom of thought by
deconditioning ourselves to the flying saucer revelation
before it happens....

We need to face the fact that there is a level of
hierarchical control being exerted on the human species
as a whole and that the destiny of man is not in the hands
of governments and corporations. It is in the hands of
a weirdly democratic, amoeboid, hyper intelligent super-
organism that is called Everybody." - Terence McKenna
inReVISIONll, 3 (Winter 1989).

"Something happened in classical times that is not
adequately explained by historical theories. The
suggestion that the same thing might be happening
again should make us extremely interested in bringing
every possible light to bear on this problem. Beginning
in the second century B.C. and continuing until the fall
of the Roman Empire, the intellectual elites of the
Mediterranean world, raised in a spirit of scientific
rationalism, were confronted and eventually defeated
by an irrational element similar to that contained in
modern apparitions of unexplained phenomena, an
element that is amplified by their summary rejection by
our own science. It accompanied the collapse of ancient
civilizations.

Commenting on this parallel, French science writer
Aime Michel proposes the following scene. Consider
one of the Alexandrian thinkers, a man like Ptolemaeus,
the second-century astronomer thoroughly schooled in
the rational methods of Archimedes, Euclid, and
Aristotle. And imagine him reading the Apocalypse,
various writings about Armageddon. How would he
react to such an experience? He would merely shrug,
says Aime Michel: "It would never occur to him to
place the slightest credence in such a compendium of
what he must regard as insanities. Such a scene must
have taken place thousands of times at the end of
classical antiquity. And we know that every time there
was the same rejection, the same shrugging, because
we have no record of any critical examination of the
doctrines, ideas, and claims of the counterculture that
expressed itself through the Apocalypse. This
counterculture was too absurd to retain the attention of
a reader of Plato. A short time - a very short time -
elapsed, the counterculture triumphed, and Plato was
forgotten for a thousand years, Could it happen again?..."

"I believe that the UFO phenomenon represents
evidence for other dimensions beyond spaceti/ne; the
UFOs may not come from ordinary space, but from a
multiverse which is all around us....

I believe there is a system around us that transcends
time as it transcends space. Other researchers have
reached the same conclusion. Some have come away
deeply discouraged by the realization best summed up
early in this century by Charles Fort, author of The Book
of the Damned: 'We are property,'" - Jacques Vallee in.
Dimensions: A Casebook of Alien Contact (Ballantine
Books, 1988).

"Fire Marshal Williams told the Chicago Tribune
that his men had the blaze at the O'Leary cowshed
'under control' when, 'to our surprise we were informed
that a church over two blocks to the north was on fire.'
This second blaze was 'also conquered', he claimed,
when a third...then a fourth—then a fifth fire broke out
in widely separated sections of the city.,,.

Not only was Chicago burning; so were sections of
seven states ringing the Windy City....Towns like
Peshtigo, Wisconsin, and Holland, Michigan, got the
worst of the flames....

Many residents throughout the Midwest commented
on the 'electric-like' nature of the flames....

Besides these quite extraordinary manifestations,
there appear to have been numerous incidents of one of
nature's most bizarre enigmas: spontaneous human
combustion." - Larry Arnold, "Cosmic Contact? Beyond
the Great Chicago Fire," UFO Universe (Nov. 1988

"1856 Bedford, England: 40 unexplained fires in a
short period; 1878 Bridgewater, England: mystery
fires accompanied by 'poltergeist' sounds; 1929
Antigua, West Indies: a girl's clothes burn, but no
burns found on her body; 1939 Borely Rectory, England:
mysterious fires culminating in one that burns the
building down; 1953 Silver Springs Md.: accordion
bursts into flame while being played; 1957 Stephenville,
Newfoundland: mysterious fires in closets and drawers."
- Robert Anton Wilson, The New Inquisition (Phoenix:
Falcon Press, 1987), p. 131 [quoting from Persinger
and Lefreniere, Space-Time Transients and Unusual
Events],

"September 13, 1917, A crowd of about thirty
thousand assembled at the Cova da Iria. The children,
as usual, enjoyed th'eir own private vision and audience
with the small pretty lady, but once again witnesses in
the crowd reported seeing and hearing strange things.
They saw a globe of light descending from the east
toward the children. It stopped above the holm tree and
then seemed to change into a white cloud. Then, out of
the cloudless sky, commenced a downpour of globules
of glistening light. Witnesses described these as part of
a wide beam of light originating high in the sky....

The 'Miracle' of October 13. At last the day of the
promised miracle arrived. Cold and heavy rains fell
and the vast crowds assembled at the Cova (estimated
at 70,000) were humming with ugly rumors....

Spectacular aerial phenomena lasted about ten
minutes. During that time the disc was seen spinning
and throwing off colored lights three times. The first
two times the disc stopped spinning, and was observed
to tremble and roam among the clouds. The third time
it stopped rotating on its axis, the disc plunged zigzag
toward the earth. This last movement was the most
terrifying and created instantpanic in the crowd, except
that the disc suddenly halted in its downward movement
and reversed its course. It finally rose back to a position
in the sky and the sun resumed its normal color and
visual intensity." - Michael Grosso, "The Riddle of the
'Falling Sun' at Fatima - Was it a Space Craft?" UFO
Universe (Winter 1989).

"During the last three or four years, while reviewing
the more recent* literature on UFOs and the cattle
mutilation phenomenon, I became aware that so-called
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phantom helicopters were often seen in connection with
these phenomena. These usually unmarked black
helicopters demonstrated some rather remarkable
properties....

It so happens that one of the engineers most closely
involved in early helicopter design was Arthur Young,
the leading designer of the Bell Model 47 helicopter In
Arthur Young's own words...'I [am] working on the
psy chopter within the helicopter. I experiment with the
self instead of with the machine'....

'The psychopter is the winged self. It is that which
the helicopter usurped'....

In the movie Apocalypse Now!, helicopters are
portrayed as Valkyries....A bawling calf is even hoisted
and flown by helicopter to a barbecue, clearly mimicking
reports of cattle mutilations....

The Tricksterish nature of the phantom helicopters is
well documented by Tom Adams, John Keel, and George
Andrews. Many connections can also be made between
helicopters and Hermes/Mecurius....

The Trickster projection, however, is the one of most
concern to anomalists. If one examines the corpus of
North American Trickster tales, one is immediately
struck by the extraordinary emphasis of these stories on
dismemberment, disemboweling, mutilation in general,
and anogenital mutilations in particular. In one episode,
Trickster actually 'cores out the anus' of a bear....The
Trickster of Greek mythology, Hermes, also indulges in
Tricksterish cattle mutilation." - Dennis Stillings,
"Helicopters, UFOs, and the Psyche," ReVISIOff, 11,4
(Spring 1989).

"Snippy the horse was mutilated in September of
1967. Snippy was mutilated in the San Luis Valley near
the Great Sand Dunes in Southern Colorado. I first
came to that area in '69 so there was still some mention
of it that I remember from that time. But I didn't pay it
any special attention until 1975.

If you were living in Colorado and reading the
papers, the Associated Press Story of the Year was the
unsolved cattle mutilations. 200 verified by the Colorado
Bureau of Investigation, 500 total reported. It was a big
mystery....

The first one that I really looked at closely was in
1978,1 believe, in June....This cow looked like it had
been dropped from a very great distance, because its
horn was driven into its head. It looked like it had really
splattered, its two legs under it were crumpled and
broken back." - David Perkins, Altered Steaks (am here
books, 1982).
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"There were about 40 mutilations in North-Central

Kansas in late 1973, and a few in Minnesota in the
spring of '73. In the spring and summer of 1974, there
were over 50 mutilations in Nebraska. In the fall of '74,
they seemed to taper off in Nebraska, but at the same
time the mute-grunge began doing their thing in South
Dakota, and again in Minnesota.

In November of '74, Colorado had its first reported
mute. In early '75 they occurred in Texas and Oklahoma.

Colorado was plagued by hundreds of mutilations
during the summer and fall of 1975." - Ed Sanders, The
Cattle Report #2 (Dec. 19771.

Juliet Clark

A recent Contactee, reported in Common Ground,
No. 7 p. 5, says she saw a UFO before encountering
Bunnyman. Bunnyman, she says, spoke to her and
said, 'Please pray for me'...When Lee Harvey Oswald
was in the marines he had the nick-name "Ozz
Rabbit'...The most famous pookah [Puck] of all is
Harvey, in the play and film of that name....

15 October 1975 Chicago Tribune: a cattle mutilation
near Chicago, with a beheaded rabbit nearby. Witnesses
reported a UFO....November 1978 Flying Saucer
Review, case of a UFO seen stealing baby rabbits from
a hutch....

On5 August 1981 on the Tonight' showDr. J. Allen
Hynek, former astronomical consultant to the Air Force's
UFO investigations, told of a UFO sighting in Iowa;
around the scene were hundreds of paralyzed rabbits....

Jimmy Carter, the only American president to be a
UFO witness, was the victim some years later of an
attack by a 'killer rabbit.' According to Associated
Press for 29 August 1979, the killer rabbit attacked
Carter while he was fishing in Plains, Ga., and the
president valiantly defended himself with a canoe
paddle....The only other Head of State ever attacked by
a killer rabbit was King Arthur, in the 1975 film Monty
Python and the Holy Grail....

A rabbit appears at the UFO landing site in Spielberg's
E.T. and the Firesign Theatre comedy album, Not Insane,
includes a letter from a rabbit postmarked 'Deep
Space'....Bugs Bunny was kidnapped by a UFO before
any humans claimed that had happened to them." -
Robert Anton Wilson, "Coincidance," Semiotextfe]
USA, 13 (1987).

"Though one would like to give honest eye-witnesses
and radar experts the benefit of the doubt, it must
nevertheless be stressed that there is an unmistakable
resemblance between the Ufo phenomena and certain
psychic conditions which should not be overlooked in
evaluating the observations." - C.G. Jung, "Flying
Saucers: A Modem Myth of Things Seen in the Skies"
(1959) in Civilization in Transition (Pantheon, 1964).

"Barney: His eyes! His eyes. I've never seen eyes
like that before.

Doctor: You said they were friendly.
Barney: Not the leader's. I said the one looking over

his shoulder.
Doctor: How did you know the other one was the

leader?
Barney: Because everybody moved - everybody

was standing there looking at me. But everybody
moved. These levers were in the back...or they went to
a big board, it looked like a board. And only this one
with the black, black shiny jacket and the scarf stay ed
at the window...."

"Betty: I'm on the table and the leader, they had hurt
me by putting a needle in my navel. And the leader had
run his hand in front of my eyes, and when he did this,
all the pain...I didn't have any more pain. It went away
And I felt very relaxed, and I felt grateful to him
because he stopped the pain.... All of a sudden, there's
this noise in the hall. Some of the other men came in
and with them is the examiner. They are quite excited,
so I asked the leader what's the matter with them. Did
something happen to Barney? It has something to do
with Barney. The examiner has me open my mouth,
and he starts checking my teeth. And they are tugging
at them, I asked them what they are trying to do.

Doctor: What are they doing with them?
Betty: They were tugging, pulling at them. They

were very excited. (She laughs.) The examiner said
they could not figure it out - Barney's teeth came out,
and mine didn't. I was really laughing, and said Barney
had dentures, and I didn't, and that is why his teeth
came out." - John G. Fuller, The Interrupted Journey:
Two Lost Hours "Aboard a Flying Saucer" (Dial,
1966).

"They had never visited Earth - no actual
extraterrestrials had, landed ships and walked around
here - but they had informed certain humans now and
then throughout the ages, especially in ancient times."
- Philip K. Dick, Radio Free Albemuth (Avon Books,
1987).

"And He said: If you know your true mother, the
world will call you the son of a whore.

Our Kingdom is not of this world. We are in the
world, but our home is in the stars." -The Gospel
According to Mary Magdalene

* '

"We might be experiencing the faint and remote
ripple of a transdimensional phenomenon, translated
into our ken through layers of resistance and symbolic
distortions, such as dreams are, hence fragmentary and
condensed in the same way....If you think it's even
remotely reassuring that we might be someone else's
genetic experiment, you'd better dig deep into the
darkest possible nightmares, because there is no salvation
there inside or outside of history, and none in the
dharma either....

Let us consider that we have an original and
unassailable integrity because it is on that ground alone
that we meet the aliens and on that ground alone that the
term 'alien' has any meaning." - Richard Grossinger,
"Giving Them A Name," ReVISION, U., 4 (Spring
1989).

"When the reason is intensively exercised, it maintains
its power even among the distracted; if it easily recognizes
the alien by virtue of its own fine-honed acuteness, it is
all the less easily led astray in situationsof uncertainty."
- David Rattray, Temblor 10 (1989).

Wigutow
cont. from p. 19

Downstairs Ornette's The Shape of Jazz to
Come begins its second time around on the CD
player. When is it going to come?

''what exactly did I have to do? I didn't know. None
of us knew. Already I heard the AI voice in my head,
and others would hear that voice, more and more
people. VALIS, as living information, would penetrate
the world, replicating in human brains, cross-bonding
with them and assisting them, guiding them, at a
subliminal level, which is to say invisibly. No given
human could be certain if he were crossbonded until
symbiosis reached flashpoint.

In his concourse with other humans a given person
would not know when he was dealing with another
homoplasmate and when he was not." - Philip K. Dick

Thinking, then, of Plptinus, remembering the
impossibility of remembering this contact. This
with the Other; two completely incompatible
spheres, yet This deriving it's non-being from
the Other which is All:

"It is not in the soul's nature to touch utter
nothingness; the lowest descent is into evil and, so far
into non-being: but to utter nothing, never. When the
soul begins again to mount, it comes not to something
alien but to its very self; thus detached, it is in nothing
but itself; self-gathered it is no longer in the order of
being; it is in the Supreme." —Plotinus

A storm gathers over the lake here in Norwood,
the last dry clinging leaves are pulled free in a
spiral of descent. Last year's garden is erased;
and ahead, layers lie thick upon limbs; insular
and isolate, turning away is turning towards.

"The disaster
is undone
What was received as alien
--the flower
on the water..."

Charles Olson, "Maximus, to Gloucester,
Sunday, July 19" (1959)
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Decade of Humans?
B. Cass Clarke

Nelson Mandela free? The Soviet Central
Committee disenfranchises itself? The Berlin
Wall crumbling? Real political change in
Romania, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary -
the whole Eastern block infected by democracy?

It's hard to believe these changes are anything
but a rearrangement of images. The 80s produced
a numbing effect whose residue still lingers.
The American machinery of bumbling greed

stands unmasked and naked, its vulgar dance
hypnotizing; the decade called the Reagan years
created a kind of dazed tolerance of the violent
absurdity and hopelessness in the face of the
hypocrisy called "democratic values." After all,
we could buy a piece of the Berlin Wall at our
local department store this past Christmas, a
new "pet" rock.

And yet, Mandela is interviewed by Koppel
on Nightline, days after his release from
confinement and I am moved to believe in the
genuine power of human imagination, one man's
story stronger than a whole system of slavery.
It's been a long time since we've seen the
concurrence of great change and great human
beings. Perhaps, this is the 90s, the decade of
great humans, where time provides opportunities
for each to act, to make a difference. The events
of the past months make this new hope less
naive than I once thought.

Spring
Will Creeley

The flowers grew waiting to
give the world the joy they had given
the worms they spread light and
were getting ready to surprise the
older garden they popped out and
the drum section of the violet
started up while the daffodils begun
those first notes of spring while the
tulips started singing and the
grass swayed, the rest of the
flowers started the other instruments
and then the trees applauded in the
sunset.

Myth Scientist
Kevin Doyle

As we enter the nineties pianist Sun Ra
approaches his fortieth anniversary as leader of
his Solar Arkestra. Sun Ra arrived on this planet
sometime in the early nineteen teens in
Birmingham, Alabama. His given name is a
mystery, but he was known as Sonny Lee in his
youth, and later as Herman Blount (after magician
"Black Herman"). He has gone by the name Sun
Ra for most of his professional career (legally
Le Sonya Ra, a transposition of the name of his
musician grandfather Alexanra).

Always a natural musical talent, he displayed
leadership qualities from a very early age. He
led a band in high school which toured the east
coast in the summer months. Even then his band
members, like some members of his current
Arkestra, displayed a powerful loyalty. When
he went to college at Alabama A&M the whole

band followed him there. "I couldn't get rid of
them," he said. Fortunately they were all
provided with scholarships, miscellaneous band
equipment, and a bus. It was around this time
when Ra began developing his mystic
philosophy. Not a believer in established
religions, he set himself to the task of discovering
the true meaning of the Bible. Thereafter he was
drawn into the study of Egyptian hieroglyphs,
Chinese and Japanese philosophy, mythology,
alchemy, and gnosticism. His intellectual
concerns influenced his music and he developed
one of the more unique instrumental and
arranging styles in jazz. Musician Red Holloway,
who played with Ra
in Chicago in the
fifties, has said that
when Sun Ra was on
the gig "it became a
mysterious gig."

In Chicago he was
the arranger and
pianist for Fletcher
Henderson's band
and led a rhythm
section which backed
up travelling acts like
Coleman Hawkins,
Stuff Smith, Joe
Williams and others.
During this period
(circa 1950) Ra began
gathering together the
musicians for his
Arkestra. Early
recordings from 1956
sound somewhat like
a hard-bop big band.
Some time around
1958 the Arkestra went through a major
transition, incorporating collective
improvisation which soon became a central part
of the band's sound. Percussion had always
been important to Sun Ra's music with the
extensive use of African percussion instruments.
When one adds the colorful costumes, varied
electronic keyboards, dancers, and chanted lyrics
they must have left a very odd impression, to say
the least, on audiences and musicians of the
times. Tliey moved to New York in 1960 and,
along with Cecil Taylor, Ornette Coleman and
others, inspired the avant-garde movement of
the sixties which became known as the "New
Thing" in jazz.

Sun Ra's music is acknowledged as
revolutionary. His aim is to have an evolutionary
affect on the listener. In concert the audience
can become a part of the band. He attempts to
draw his audience away from an ego-centered
existence into a sort of 'participation mystique.'
Music is a metaphor for movement to higher
spiritual planes. In light of this, his combination
of science-fiction and ancient wisdom becomes
a bit more clear. Sun Ra's elemental ideology
and espousal of astral travel prefigured tenets of
the "New Age" by some 30 years.

Marshall McLuhan suggested that the onset
of electronic media brings with it a return to a
tribal state of existence. In viewing the spectacle
of the Arkestra's live performance one is
reminded of the trance dance of some African
tribes. The intergalactic theme is echoed in the
sharnanic visionary journeys of South American
tribesmen. "Space Music'is an introductory
prelude to the sound of greater infinity,,.It is a
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different order of sound synchronized to a
different order of being...It is of, for, and to the
Attributes of Natural Being of the Universe."
The lyrics from the album NOTHING IS are to
the point: "Imagination is a magic carpet upon
which we may soar to distant lands and times...."

Even the most ardent of his critics do not deny
his musical and leadership abilities, but many
have been slow to accept the circus atmosphere
of concerts and the arcane "mumbo jumbo."
The fact that Sun Ra's calling card reads "Myth
Scientist" demonstrates that his belief system is
central to the music. "The intergalactic music is
in hieroglyphic sound: an abstract analysis and

synthesis of man's
relationship to the
universe visible and
invisible...."

One may find
echoes of Sun Ra's
belief throughout
the mythological,
philosophical, and
creative past.
According to
Porphyry "the Sun
and the Moon are
gates of souls,
which ascend
through the Sun,
and descend
through the Moon."
Sun Ra: "I crossed
the bridge of jazz to
come from where
intergalactic music
is...a fundamental
phase of being." In
Plotinus one reads

that, "The soul...falling from on high, suffers
captivity...and employs the energies of sense;
because in this case her intellectual energy is
impeded...but when she converts herself to
intelligence she breaks her fetters and ascends
on high...possessing something supereminent
and ever abiding in the intelligible world." Sun
Ra has said: "Fortunate are the people for whom
a ransom of music is sent where captors and
captives dwell in disguised expectation of
something better." "The intergalactic music has
made its appearance as a coordinate parallel on
which they (people) can step over into the
intergalactic realm/region of being."

In the seventies and eighties Sun Ra's
popularity waxed greatly, particularly overseas
where he has played marathon concerts of 5 or
6 hours to crowds of thousands.
Toward the end of the seventies he reintroduced
the music of his roots, integrating arrangements
of Fletcher Henderson and others' tunes with the
Arkestra's cosmic sounds. In November of '89
Sun Ra traveled to Russia for a concert. This
was shortly after the sighting of aliens (some say
his advance people preparing for his arrival)
was reported by the Soviet press.

Currently the theme of his concerts is the
music of our youth, including Walt Disney
favorites like "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah," "The
Mickey Mouse Theme," "When You Wish Upon
a Star," and others. At last year's concert in
Toronto his antics had the audience dancing in
the aisles.

The Galactic Arkestra is scheduled to land in
Buffalo the first week in April for a concert at
the Marquee at the Tralf on April 6.
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Miles
Charles Palau
Miles, The Autobiography by Miles Davis with
Quincy Troupe
Miles Davis iii concert at Massey Hall 2-14-90

There is immediately the pleasure of being
told by Miles Davis how it was at the inception
of modern jazz, call it bebop, the war was
ending, things were changing. Miles Dewey
Davis III arrived in New York City in September,
1944 ostensibly to attend Julliard: "I spent my
first week in New York looking for Bird and
Dizzy...Plus I was more interested in what was
happening in the jazz scene; that's the real
reason I wanted to come to New York in the first
place, to get into the jazz music scene that was
happening around Minton's Playhouse in Harlem
and what was going on down on 52nd Street,
which everybody in music called 'The Street.'
That's what I was really in New York for, to suck
up all I could from those scenes; Julliard was
only a smokescreen, a stopover, a pretense I
used to put me close to being around Bird and
Diz."

He eventually locates Bird and attends with
enthusiasm the University of Bebop at Minton's.
Namely, the jam sessions which occurred on
Monday nights led by Bird and Dizzy with
Monk on piano. Musicians would flock with
their instruments to get up and play, often wanting
to just make the scene; Miles makes the cut.
Roomates for awhile, Bird shows Miles chords
which he would play and think of solos through
on pianos at school. Going to Julliard in the day
and Minton's and 52nd Street at night was as
intense and sophisticated a musical training as
this century could offer, then or now.

Anyone who made a significant contribution
to the music is present, and the more central
they are, the more central they are in the book.
Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Bud Powell,
Thelonius Monk, Lester Young and others are
so presented that the book provides good source
material for them, especially if you only know
them as mature artists. You may begin to ask
yourself, who was that playing as a sideman?
Who was it Bird took under his wing who is
writing this book?

It is not easily known but what he does is tell
you what was happening, without analyzing too
much or psychologizing. Miles says at one
point: "I don't like to deal in speculation." He
spares no one, including himself. Many of the
stories are hilarious, many are sad. Facts are
hard to check. Some are gems:

"The very first thing I remember in my early
childhood is a flame, a blue flame jumping off
a gas stove somebody lit...I saw that flame and
felt that hotness of it close to my face. I felt fear,
real fear, for the first time in my life. But I
remember it also like some kind of adventure,
some kind of weird joy, too. I guess that
experience took me someplace in my head I
hadn't been before. To some frontier, the edge,
maybe, of everything possible...In my mind I
s x
Joseph Justus Scaligier (b Lot-et-Garonne, France,
Aug 5, 1540) devises the Julian day count, still in
use, which sets Jan 1, 4713 BC as day 1; he
numbers all days subsequently from that, so Jan 1,
1990, is Julian day 2,447,527; it is called Julian in
honor of his father, Julius Caesar Scaligier (1583).

have always believed and thought since then
that my motion had to be forward, away from the
heat of that flame."Miles stayed at Julliard for
a year and a half, stayed with Bird for four, has
led his own bands for over forty, but has never
gotten far from the heat of that flame/

Later on he describes his trumpet-style as
coming in relatively short bursts of ideas. His
writing comes at you like that too, and it keeps
coming for four hundred twelve pages. • •

However one might feel about Miles 'later'
electric groups, which, like most things, doget
better if one keeps at them, it would be difficult
to dispute the fact that this bandleader gets
others to play as he likes to say ''above
themselves." To watch Miles lead a band is a
fascinating experience. They don't just play,
they are led; the thinking on his feet of the leader
and of each member is a part of the way this band
plays, as it was a part of Gil Evans' Monday
Night Band, Miles' favorite. To hear the sound
that is Miles on trumpet still playing hardly ever
more than the melody is hard to critique: if the
bursts get shorter still not much is thrown away.

The two and a half hour set at Massey Hall in
Toronto included Miles' versions of "Human
Nature" by Michael Jackson, 'Time After Time"
written and recorded by Cindy Lauper, and "Jo-
Jo" from Miles' new album Amandla, which
means power in an African language, Swahili as
I recall.

"Human Nature," recorded on the album
You're Under Arrest, was taken at such a clip
much of the tune's melodic appeal was lost, with
notes left out of the theme statement to
accommodate the tempo. "Time After Time,"
recorded on the same album, showed beautifully
the band's sensitivity to the leader's direction.
The wistful qualities of this song are well suited
to Miles' inclinations. The song was played at
some length and in sections, each with an
improvisatory motif. There are acoustically hot
and cold spots on any stage and Miles is very
sensitive to them. Yes, come in , sit down. At
the beginning of one of these sections Miles
would put his hand on the shoulder of say
guitarist Foley S. MacCreary, walk him to a nice
spot on the stage and announce on trumpet the
motif of that improvisation. Sometimes he
would do it alone; regardless, the whole band
would adapt to it, harmonically, rhythmically
melodically. These moments were alone worth
the price of admission. If he had Foley with him
he'd play some figure and Foley would respond.
They'd either do call and response or Foley
would build a little repeating guitar figure which
Miles would play with for a minute. Then he'd
tap Foley on the shoulder, the guitarist would
return to his spot and Miles would walk over to
the drum platform to pick up and show a large
cue card that read FOLEY in block letters to
audience applause.

Alone he would walk to a spot, play the figure,
the band would adjust, Miles would go to the
Yamaha organ to comp with his right hand and
take it all in. The band sounded warm and big
but not busy. In reed player Kenny Garrett was
heard more of Miles' history - the singing in a
black church heard from the road in Arkansas
one childhood evening, John Coltrane,
Cannonball Adderly, and, yes, Charlie Parker.

I won't tell you what he wore but it was
Valentine's Day and his trumpet was red. The
sound of that band, I felt the seund when in it,
was like a warm' bath in a place thick with
tropical foliage.
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Participation Theory—Why?
Charles Keil

Understanding how the Muses* are
incorporated and helping to incarnate them in
ourselves and in our children is the most radical
(root-seeking, root-restoring) process we can
commit ourselves to on this planet. In the midst
of all the alienations/oppressions that have been
layered upon us by snivelization including the
endless consumption of goods and services,
images and packages, schizophonic music and
videos, etc. the simple acts of singing, drumming,
dancing are acts of resistance. Doing it with
other jjeople in a sensual community is
revolutionary. People who do this often enough
to get better at it and grow stronger will be the
ones to save the world. People who discuss/
read/write/understand these issues and can also
reason people away from their alienations toward
participation are also very precious. Both/and

Mimesis/analysis/mimesis.
Why? Because increasing numbers of people

are hungry, homeless, desperate for community
and hope. Because increasing numbers of
materially well-off people are unhappy, addicted,
desperate for community and hope. Bread and
roses. Feed the body, feed the soul. Make it
possible for everyone to groove on nature rather
than trying to control it. Understand how
"musics" (musiking the missing verb, also muse-
processes) work, and...THE TRUMPET SHALL
SOUND ("tuba mira spargens sonum") and the
world will be turned upside down so that the
Participatory-Play-Pleasure-Poetic-Power-
from-within Preproduction principles guide our
lives from dawn to dusk and in our dreams.

Why? To increase happiness. To democratize
pleasure. To increase the number of expressive-
power-from-within people to the point where
the power-over people see how lonely and
unhappy they are and seek conversation, dancing
partners.

*Mnemosyne = "memory" and mother of the
Muses
Calliope = epic poetry and eloquence
Euterpe = music & lyric poetry
Polyhymnia = oratory and sacred poetry
Melpomene = tragedy
Terpsichore = choral song and dance
Erato = love poetry
Clio = history
Thalia = comedy
Urania = astronomy

' \n Eshleman

When Warne Marsh steps into a dream, this
is an incarnation I can love,

ax as shadow slicing

chords as opened graves

our faces in womb formation forever,
Warne, your long silky line

with the metal of the ax burned into your lowing

26 January 1988, In Memoriam
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